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Abstract 

Production of chemicals has significant influence on the emission 

of greenhouse gases (GHG) in particular carbon dioxide (CO2), 

thereby contributing to the climate changes of our planet. There is a 

general acceptance that we need to reduce the emission of GHG on 

a global level to cope with these changes. Production of chemicals 

utilization of CO2 as feedstock represents a sustainable alternative 

to many fossil derived products, which are non-renewable and have 

a strong negative impact on the environment. Microbial 

electrosynthesis (MES) is an emerging technique utilizing electrical 

energy for reduction of CO2. In a MES reactor, microbial catalysts 

are acquiring electrons from an externally powered cathode to 

transform CO2 into multi-carbon chemical commodities. The direct 

acquisition of electrons enables the use of multiple renewable 

electricity-sources including solar, wind, biochemical oxidation 

processes, or surpluses electricity from the power grid. Although 

MES is a promising approach, it is restricted by a low electron 

transfer rate from the cathode to a microbe as well as the CO2 

reduction rate is insufficient for scaling up. The main objective of the 

present study was to increase the overall productivity of MES by 

identifying more efficient electroautotrophic microbial catalysts and 

developing better cathode materials. 
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The genus Sporomusa is known for its abilities to convert CO2 into 

acetate by MES. This study investigated the performance in MES of 

selected species of the Sporomusa genus including; Sporomusa 

ovata DSM-2662, Sporomusa ovata DSM-2663, Sporomusa ovata 

DSM-3300, Sporomusa acidovorans, Sporomusa malonica, and 

Sporomusa aerivorans. In which, S. ovata DSM-2663 was 

identified the most productive MES microbial catalyst among the 

tested group.  

Furthermore, the study developed and tested novel cathode 

materials for application in MES including three-dimensional 

graphene functionalized carbon felt, freestanding and flexible 

graphene paper, and copper-reduced graphene oxide composite. 

When the copper-reduced graphene oxide composite electrode was 

used as the cathode for S. ovata-driven MES, acetate production 

rates as well as current density were significantly increased to1708.3 

± 333.3 mmol d-1 m-2 and -20.4 ± 1.0 A m-2 which is almost 21.5 

fold higher acetate production compared to unmodified copper foam 

electrode. By identifying a better MES microbial catalyst and 

developing novel composite cathodes the electron transfer during 

MES as well as CO2 reduction into acetate was significant 

improved.  
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Dansk Resume  

Den nuværende produktion af kemikalier frigiver drivhusgasser, i 
særdeleshed CO2, hvilket påvirker klimaet på jorden. Det er generelt 
accepteret, at udledningen af drivhusgasser skal reduceres for at 
modvirke disse klimaændringer. Kemikalieproduktion basseret på 
CO2 repræsenterer et vedvarende alternativ til de produkter som 
produceres fra fossile resurser og har negativ indvirkning på miljøet. 
Mikrobiel ElektroSyntese (MES) er en teknik, under udvikling, med 
et stort potentiale. MES anvender elektroner til reduktion af CO2. 
Omdannelsen katalyseres af mikroorganismer som erhverver 
elektronerne direkte fra en katode, som er forbundet en ekstern 
strømkilde, og omdanner CO2 til molekyler med flere karbon 
atomer. Det direkte optag af elektroner muliggør udnyttelse af flere 
forskellige vedvarende elektricitets kilder så som sol, vind, 
biokemiske oxidationsprocesser eller overskydende elektricitet fra 
el-nettet. Til trods for potentialet er MES begrænset af en lav 
transfer rate af elektroner fra katoden til mikroorganismerne samt at 
CO2 reduktions raten er for langsom til opskalering. Målet for dette 
studie var øge produktiviteten af MES ved at identificere mere 
effektive elektroautotrofe mikroorganismer samt at udvikle bedre 
materialer til katoden.   

Slægten Sporomusa er kendt for dens evner til omdanne CO2 til 
eddikesyre i MES. I dette studie er et udvalg af Sporomusa stammer 
blevet sammenholdt på basis i deres præstationer i MES. 
Stammerne inkluderer: Sporomusa ovata DSM-2662, Sporomusa 
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ovata DSM-2663, Sporomusa ovata DSM-3300, Sporomusa 
acidovorans, Sporomusa malonica og Sporomusa aerivorans. 
Foruden indentifikation af en bedre acetogen mikroorganisme til 
MES, ønskes der svar på hvorvidt evne til at omsætte CO2 i MES er 
gennemgående for slægten Sporomusa. I blandt den testet gruppe 
stammer blev det fundet, at S. ovata DSM-2663 var den mest 
produktive i MES.  

Derudover havde studiet også fokus på at udvikle og teste nye 
katodematerialer, herunder tredimensionelle 
graphenfunktionaliserede kulstof net, fritstående og fleksibel 
graphen papir samt kobberreduceret graphen oxid komposit. 
Anvendelse af det kobberreduceret graphen oxid komposit material 
som katode for MES med S. ovata resulterede i signifikant øget 
produktions rater samt øget strømdensitet. Den opnået produktivitet 
var 1708.3 ± 333.3 mmol d-1 m-2 og strømdensiteten var -20.4 ± 1.0 
A m-2 (svarrende til en 21.5 fold stigning i eddike syre produktion 
sammenlignet med ikke modificeret kobberskums elektrode). Ved 
identifikation af en mikroorganisme med mere ønskelige 
egenskaber for MES samt udvikling af nye kompositmaterialer, 
lykkes det gennem dette studie at øge elektron tranfer raten og 
reduktions rate af CO2 til eddiesyre i MES, signifikant. 
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Thesis outline 

Microbial electrosynthesis (MES) is an emerging approach that uses 

electricity as an electron source for driving the production of 

chemicals including biofuels using electroautotrophic 

microorganisms as catalyst and carbon dioxide (CO2) as an electron 

acceptor as well as carbon source. Currently, MES technology is 

under development and is still at lab scale. One of the major 

bottlenecks for the development of MES in an economically viable 

technology is the low production rate. To increase the productivity 

of MES technology, this PhD project identified a more efficient 

electroautotrophic microbial catalyst and developed better cathode 

materials. The PhD thesis is organized into the following chapters: 

Chapter 1: Introduction  

Chapter 1 provides an overview of global CO2 emission, CO2 

reduction processes, principle, characteristics, possible applications, 

and challenges associated with MES.  

 

Chapter 2: Performance of Sporomusa species for the MES of 

acetate from CO2 

Chapter 2 deals with the performance of Sporomusa species towards 

the synthesis of acetate from CO2 in MES system. It involves the 

evaluation and comparison of acetate production and electron 
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transfer rates in MES system between six different species of 

Sporomusa. 

 

Chapter 3: Substantial enhancement of MES for acetate 

production using novel composite cathodes  

Chapter 3 describes the development of novel cathode materials 

with improved spatial arrangements with the objective of improving 

current density and acetate productivity during MES. 

Commercially-available cathode materials including carbon felt, 

graphite stick, carbon paper, and carbon cloth were tested in MES. 

Furthermore, novel composite cathodes including three-

dimensional reduced graphene functionalized (3D-rGO) carbon felt, 

freestanding and flexible graphene paper were developed and tested 

in MES. 

 

Chapter 4: Reduced graphene oxide-copper foam composite 

cathode for the microbial electrosynthesis of acetate from 

carbon dioxide  

Chapter 4 describes the development of a reduced graphene oxide 

(rGO)-copper foam composite cathode for H2-mediated high-rate 

acetate production. This project maximizes electrochemical H2 

generation with a novel cathode to provide a larger flux of reducing 
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equivalents to the microbial catalyst and thus accelerate acetate 

production during MES.   

 

Chapter 5: - Conclusion and Perspective 

Finally, Chapter 5 summarizes the outcome of this PhD project and 

describes the research needs for the development of MES into an 

economically viable technology. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Carbon dioxide emission 
Due to human activities, atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) 

concentration has rapidly increased and reaching 409.01 ppm in 

April 2017 as shown in figure 1[1]. Recent studies have identified a 

linear relationship between global mean temperatures and 

cumulative atmospheric CO2 emission. The relationship, named the 

Transient Climate Response to cumulative carbon Emissions 

(TCRE), was highlighted in the fifth assessment report (AR5) of the 

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) [2,3]. 

Figure 1. Recent global monthly mean CO2 concentration graphs 

provided by the National Climatic Data Center, USA 
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Greenhouse gas emissions including CO2 raise global temperature 

by trapping radiation from the sun into the atmosphere. Temperature 

increases caused by greenhouse gases alters the global carbon cycle, 

water cycle, weather patterns and threatens the equilibrium of 

multiple ecosystems. CO2 emissions remain in the atmosphere for 

about 50 to 200 years, thus global warming effect will probably be 

a persistent problem for future generations [4–6]. The IPCC has 

concluded that if nothing is done, global carbon emissions will 

cause a significant raise of global temperature  over the next century, 

which will result in devastating consequences for the planet[7].  

In 2016, 195 countries at the United Nations Framework 

Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) in Paris agreed to limit 

the increase in global average temperature below 2°C above pre-

industrial levels. Among all the proposed measures, the UNFCCC, 

IPCC and the International Energy Agency (IEA) have strongly 

recommended the intensive application of Capture and Utilization 

(CCU) strategies to curb global CO2 emission. 

1.2 Conversion and Utilization of CO2 
CO2 can be utilized as an industrial feedstock for the production of 

chemicals. CO2 utilization technologies are still in their infancy 

compared to more well-developed CO2 storage approaches such as 

geological sequestration. However, CO2 sequestration into 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Nations_Framework_Convention_on_Climate_Change
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Nations_Framework_Convention_on_Climate_Change
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geological strata could be unsustainable due to concerns about 

possible release associated with earthquake and volcanic eruption. 

Hence, CO2 utilization as an industrial feedstock could generate far 

more positive economic and environmental benefits.  

 

 
Figure 2. Possible strategies for CO2 conversion and utilization. 

 

So far, chemical, biological, photochemical as well as 

electrochemical CO2 conversions are receiving attention for the 

production of fuels and chemicals.  

 

1.2.1 Chemical conversion of CO2 
CO2 can be converted into value-added products by employing 

abiotic catalysts. For instance, the direct synthesis of methanol has 

been successfully carried out from synthesis gas (syngas) in the 

presence of metallic catalysts [8–11]. Syngas is a mixture of gas 
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comprising CO, CO2 and H2, which can be obtained by the 

gasification of coal or biomass. Alternatively, syngas can come 

directly from industrial waste gases such as steel industries 

emissions. Likewise, heterogeneous catalysts have been used for the 

direct synthesis of methanol and dimethyl carbonate compounds 

from CO2. [12–14] Recently, synthesis of methane has been carried 

out with monometallic, bimetallic and trimetallic catalysts from 

CO2 and H2 or syngas. Chemical conversion of CO2 has already 

been scaled up with the construction in Germany of the Audi e-gas 

plant, which synthesizes methane from CO2 and H2[15,16]. CO2 is 

the most oxidized and lowest energy compound of carbon,thus its 

chemical reduction requires significant quantities of energy. 

Because of thermodynamic constraints, low conversion efficiency, 

low product specificity and narrow product range, the chemical 

conversion of CO2 has many limitations, and alternative strategies 

may become more productive. 

1.2.2 Photochemical conversion of CO2 
Recently, photocatalytic technologies have been explored for CO2 

conversion.  In the case of photocatalysis, transition-metal 

complexes catalysts have been employed to convert solar energy 

into chemical energy for the reduction of CO2[17]. Transition-metal 

complexes can absorb a significant portion of the solar energy 
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spectrum and thus are good fit for photochemical applications.[18] 

Recently, photocatalysis had shown promising performance when 

semiconductors such as zinc oxide, cupric oxide or iron oxide were 

being used to produce CO, HCOOH, HCHO, CH4 and CH3OH, 

NH3, and urea from CO2 [19–21]. Until now, TiO2 and composite 

materials comprising TiO2 such as TiO2/zeolite, Pd/RuO2/TiO2 are 

most performant catalysts for photochemical conversion processes 

due to their outstanding catalytic activity and high stability under 

solar irradiation. [22,23]. At the moment, the productivity and 

efficiency of CO2 photochemical conversion have to be 

significantly optimized for large scale applications. Additionally, 

photocatalytic CO2 reduction processes with high yield developed 

until now require sacrificial electron donors such as isopropanol and 

tertiary amines, which means that this technology is not completely 

sustainable and as useful as other for consuming the greenhouse gas 

CO2  [22,23] 

1.2.3 Electrochemical conversion of CO2  
CO2 can also be converted into value-added compounds via 

electrochemical conversion approaches. Most of the experiments 

done for electrochemical CO2 reduction have been carried out in 

bench-scale three electrode reactor systems, which contained a 

working electrode, a counter electrode and a reference electrode.  
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Figure 3. Electrochemical cell 

Figure 5. Electrochemical cell with anodic oxidation reaction and 
cathodic reduction reaction and ions are migrating through 
exchange membrane (EM) 

The electrochemical reduction of CO2 has been investigated with 

different parameters including nature of the catalyst, electrode 

potential, pH, electrolyte composition as well as the temperature in 

both gas and liquid phases of the reactor[24]. The productivity of 

electrochemical CO2 reduction and the nature of the product is 

strongly affected by experimental conditions [25–27]. In basic 

solution, formic acid, oxalic acid or oxalate, carbon monoxide, 

formaldehyde, and ethanol have all been produced 

electrochemically from CO2. In acidic solution, acetate ethylenes 
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have been reported as  primary product[28]. Recently, solid oxide 

fuel cells (SOFCs) have been shown to reduce CO2 at higher 

temperature while transition metal-based electrodes can do the same 

thing at lower temperature. Even though it can lead to the generation 

of a large range of products, low-temperature CO2 conversion in 

liquid phase required higher energy supply to overcome 

electrochemical overpotentials. Transition metals including 

titanium, molybdenum, chromium, tungsten, rhenium, manganese, 

iron, cobalt, nickel, ruthenium, palladium, platinum, copper, silver, 

and gold have all been used as a catalyst for electrochemical CO2 

reduction[29–35]. Other metals such as aluminum, indium, 

thallium, tin, lead, alkaline metals, and alkaline-earth metals have 

also been tested in lab-scale experiments [36–39]. Besides metallic 

catalysts, conductive polymers and carbon materials have been 

employed for electrochemical CO2 reduction. Several critical 

challenges need to be addressed including high operation cost, low 

catalyst activity, insufficient catalyst durability and inability to 

control product specificity before large-scale application.[40,41] 

 

1.2.4 Biological conversion of CO2 
Photosynthetic CO2 utilization by plants is a relatively well 

understood phenomenon that converts light energy into chemical 

energy stored as carbohydrate molecules. Biological CO2 reduction 
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is not restricted to photosynthetic organisms such as plants, 

cyanobacteria, and algae. Non-photosynthetic anaerobic bacteria 

also have the potential to reduce CO2 into multicarbon compounds. 

Recently, non-photosynthetic autotrophic bacteria have attracted 

attention and are being developed for large scale production of 

biofuels and other chemicals from CO2.  The toolboxes of Synthetic 

Biology and Microbiology are currently employed to improve their 

metabolisms and expand the repertoire of chemicals they can 

produce.  

 

Among autotrophic organisms, algae have one of the highest 

industrial potential for the establishment of large-scale bioreactor 

[42]. Algae fix CO2 via photosynthesis through the Calvin-Benson-

Bassham (CBB) cycle by using the ribulose 1,5-bisphosphate 

carboxylase/ oxygenase (RuBisCO) [43]. Their potential to fix CO2 

is attributed to high biomass production capability, fast CO2 uptake 

and metabolization, and production of secondary products with high 

commercial value such as lipid, biofuels, lubricants, proteins, 

aquaculture nutrients, and fertilizers[44,45]. In recent years, 

substantial progress has been made in the synthetic biology for 

green algae and advanced genetic tools have been developed for 

model organisms such as Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, Volvox 

carteri, Phaeodactylum tricornutum, Dunaliella salina, and 
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Haematococcus pluvalis [46,47]. However, commercial application 

of algae as cell factories for CO2 reduction could be problematic 

because of large surface area requirement, high operating cost, low 

biomass productivity, risk of contamination and low tolerance to 

stress such as flue gas toxicity[48]. Besides algae, photosynthetic 

cyanobacteria are also capable of fixing inorganic carbon from the 

atmosphere [49]. However, low efficiency and difficulty to maintain 

optimal growth temperature, pH, light intensity, nutrient supplies 

and aeration increase substantially operating cost for industrial 

application[48,50]. 

 
Figure 4. The Wood-Ljungdahl pathway from Ragsdale W.S et.al., 

2008[51] 
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Non-photosynthetic anaerobic microbes are receiving a lot of 

attention for industrial applications. Many anaerobic autotrophic 

species designed as acetogens are capable of fixing CO2 through the 

Wood–Ljungdahl (WL) pathway in which two molecules of CO2 

are combined to produce one molecule of acetyl-CoA as shown in 

figure [52]. Several industrially-relevant acetogenic strains have the 

ability to utilize CO2 with CO and/or H2 as electron donors to 

produce commodity chemicals such as ethanol, acetate, acetone, 

lactate, n-butanol, 2,3-butanediol, valerate, caproate and caprylate 

[53].  

 

Autotrophic archaea including Metallosphaera, Sulfolobus, 

Archaeoglobus, and Cenarchaeum species can fix CO2 via the 3-

hydroxypropionate-4-hydroxybutyrate (3HP-4HB) cycle 

pathway[54–56]. Archaea can also reduce CO2 into methane with 

H2 as the electron donor. Methanogens such as Methanobacterium 

thermoautotrophicum, Methanobacterium formicium etc. are 

widely used in industrial processes for methane production as 

alternative fuel using H2 as the electron donor[57,58].  

 

Metabolic engineering tools have been employed to improve the 

production of chemicals from CO2 in a wide range of species 

including Clostridium autoethanogenum, Clostridium ljungdahlii 
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and Metallosphaera sedula[59,60] [56,61].  However, genetic 

modification tools are not available for many anaerobic autotrophs, 

which complicates the development of bioindustrial processes. 

Synthetic biology is becoming a powerful tool for enhancing 

biological processes and its development for promising anaerobic 

autotrophs will be a major step toward industrial feasibility [62,63]. 

 

Recently, the company LanzaTech has established a large-scale 

plant in Beijing, China for ethanol production by acetogens from the 

fermentation of steel mill flue gas, which is composed of CO2 CO, 

Nitrogen Oxides, and Sulfur Oxides. Other examples of pilot plants 

relying on acetogens for the conversion of CO2 into biofuels or other 

chemicals include  Taiwan Waste Gas to Fuel Demonstration Plant, 

Woody Biomass Syngas to Fuel & Chemicals Plant Georgia USA, 

Waste Gas to Fuel Industrial Pilot Plant-New Zealand, and Arcelor 

Mittal’s integrated steel plant-Ghent Belgium for bioethanol 

production. 

 

1.3 Microbial electrosynthesis  
CO2-rich gas wastes from industrial sources often does not contain 

any or enough reducing equivalents under the form of H2 or CO to 

reduce all the CO2 present [43,64]. In such case, approaches such as 

microbial electrosynthesis (MES) can be employed to supply 
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electrons to the microbial catalyst from electricity. During MES, 

electroautotrophic bacteria including acetogens reduce CO2 by 

utilizing electrons from a cathode powered externally. MES systems 

can be powered with electricity generated from multiple renewable 

energy sources including wind turbine, solar and geothermal 

energy. MES can also be coupled with anodic processes performing 

chemical or biochemical oxidation processes. For example, MES 

could be partially powered by the oxidation of organic carbon 

molecules present in wastewater, effectively generating chemicals 

of interest while participating to the cleaning of wastewater.  MES 

can also be used to store electricity surpluses from the power grid 

into the chemical bonds of biofuels. Due to the rapid increase of off-

shore wind power station installation, 127 GWh of surplus 

electricity was reported in Germany in 2011[16].When powered by 

solar energy, MES become part of an artificial bioinorganic 

photosynthesis apparatus. The solar power conversion efficiency 

into biomass of natural photosynthesis is only between 2.9 and 

4.3%[65]. It has been proposed that the combination of inorganic 

technologies for sun energy capture with MES could increase 

significantly solar-to-chemicals efficiency and thus outcompete 

bioproduction processes relying on natural photosynthesis.[65] 

Currently, the biggest obstacle for the development of MES as an 
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economically feasible technology is the low CO2 reduction rate for 

the synthesis of chemicals.  

 
Figure 5. Microbial Electrosynthesis system with water oxidation as 
the anodic reaction. Microbes are reducing CO2 into acetate with 
electrons from the cathode and protons migrating through a proton 
exchange membrane (PEM). From N. Aryal et al., 2016 
 

1.3.1 Microbial electrosynthesis principle 
Usually, MES reactors have a three-electrode configuration 

comprising a reference electrode, an anode, and a cathode and are 

partitioned into two chambers separated by an ion-exchange 

membrane (IEM). Oxidation processes generating protons and 

electrons occur at the anode. Then, electrons flow via an electric 

circuit from the anode to the cathode while protons pass through the 

IEM to reach the cathodic chamber. The microbial catalyst uses 

these protons and electrons to reduce CO2 into multicarbon 

compounds. Electrons are either transferred directly or via a soluble 
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shuttle such as H2 from the cathode to the microbes.  Besides 

acetate, MES systems have been developed for the biocatalytic 

conversion of CO2 into 2-oxobutyric acid, CH4, formate, ethanol, 

butyrate, and propionate [66]87]. One of the first demonstrations of 

MES was done by Nevin et al., which showed the 

bioelectrochemical reduction of CO2 mainly into acetate with the 

acetogenic bacterium Sproromusa ovata as microbial catalyst and a 

graphite cathode poised at -400 mV versus Standard Hydrogen 

Electrode (SHE) [66]. In this pioneering study, acetate production 

rate was 123 mM d−1 per square meter of the cathode surface. Since 

then, chemicals production rate in MES has been increased 

significantly by changing cathode materials and/or by applying 

lower cathode potential (Table 1). Both approaches augment 

electron transfer rate from the cathode to the microbial 

catalyst[68].[69]. For instance, certain cathode modifications such 

as coating 3D-rGO on carbon felt or carbon nanotubes on reticulated 

vitreous carbon (RVC), were shown to increase the surface area 

available for electron exchange with microbes as well as the 

electronic conductivity and the strength of electrostatic interactions 

between the cathode and microbes resulting in multifold increase in 

power densities and acetate production as shown in  Table 1 [70–

76]. 
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Microbial catalysts are the other major component of MES reactor 

that can be optimized to augment productivity and efficiency. Both 

acetogenic pure cultures and enriched microbial mix culture 

communities have been tested in MES system for the high-rate 

production of commodity chemicals. Mixed cultures have been 

shown to perform better for acetate synthesis from CO2 by MES, 

but pure cultures have other advantages that could be highly 

beneficial for the development of large-scale reactors[77].  

1.3.2 Mixed culture microbial catalysts 
Mixed culture-driven MES systems mainly produced acetate 

because acetogenic bacteria quickly become the dominating 

population if methanogenesis has been inhibited in the reactor. 

Mixed culture microbial catalysts have been shown to produce n-

butanol, ethanol, acetate, propionate, and butyrate during MES [78–

85]. Recently, Jourdin et al. 2016 have developed a mixed-culture 

driven MES process with a three-dimensional cathode made of 

RVC-modified with carbon nanotubes[86]. With this system, they 

reported the highest acetate production rate observed until now of 

25.2 g d-1 per square meter of cathode polarized at -850 mV vs. 

SHE[86][77]. The good performance of mixed culture microbial 

catalysts in MES systems may be due in part to electron and nutrient 

transfers between the different species present[77]. This complex 
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interaction network may improve the transfer of electrons from the 

cathode to the acetate-producing bacterial cells present in the mixed 

population. Furthermore, mixed culture-driven MES does not 

require costly sterilization procedure, which is necessary for many 

pure culture bioproduction processes[70,72,86,87].  However, 

mixed culture microbial catalysts have two major disadvantages for 

MES: 1) costly methanogenesis inhibitors must be added to the 

reactor to ensure that only acetate and/or other multicarbon 

compounds are produced and that no methane will be generated, 

which would reduce product specificity as well as energetic 

efficiency; 2) multicarbon product range is very limited because it 

is impossible to use the toolbox of synthetic biology to engineer 

microbial catalysts for the synthesis of non-native products.  

1.3.3 Pure culture microbial catalysts 
The main advantages of using pure culture instead of mixed 

community are that product specificity is higher and that the 

metabolism of the microbial catalyst can be engineered. Genetic 

modifications can be used to both increase MES efficiency by 

streamlining the metabolism of the microbial catalysts and to 

expand the range of possible products. Several pure culture 

acetogens including Sporomusa silvacetica, Sporomusa 

sphaeroides, Sporomusa ovata, Clostridium ljungdahlii, 

Clostridium aceticum, and Moorella thermoacetica were shown to 
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be able to perform MES of acetate with a graphite cathode poised at 

-400 mV vs. SHE. [77][88][68,89][90] With pure culture acetogens, 

more than 80% of electrons supplied by the cathode usually end up 

in the multicarbon products[72,89,91,92].  Acetogenic bacteria 

performing MES show this high coulombic efficiency (CE) because 

contrary to other autotrophic bacteria, CO2 is their carbon source as 

well as their final electron acceptor. Furthermore, the Wood–

Ljungdahl pathway, which is used by acetogens to convert CO2 into 

acetate, has been shown to be the most efficient non-photosynthetic 

carbon fixation pathway for the production of acetate and ethanol 

from CO2. [82][48] Several studies have demonstrated over the 

years that Sporomusa ovata DSM-2662 is one of the best 

electroautotrophs for CO2 reduction by MES[68,70,82,89,91–95]. 

For instance, acetate production rate was enhanced to 1052 mM d−1 

per square meter of electrode by using a methanol-adapted 

Sporomusa ovata DSM-2662 strain with a carbon cloth cathode 

functionalized with rGO-tetraethylene pentamine (TEPA) poised at 
_690 mV vs SHE[96]. C. ljungdahlii is also a promising pure culture 

microbial catalyst for MES. This species is genetically tractable, 

which means that it can be engineered to synthesize a wide range of 

compounds from CO2.  Bajracharya et al. optimized the acetate 

production rate 325 mM d−1 per square meter of electrode with C. 
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ljungdahlii and a steel cathode at the applied potential of _695 mV 

vs. SHE[81].  

1.3.4 Extracellular electron transfer (EET) 
Extracellular electron transfer (EET) from the cathode to the 

electroautrophic microbial catalyst may occur via direct contact 

with outer membrane redox proteins or conductive extracellular 

proteins or indirectly via a soluble electron shuttle such as H2, Fe2+, 

formate or flavin as shown in figure 4[72]. At the moment, EET 

mechanisms in MES system are still mostly uncharacterized, and 

research efforts are underway to understand them better. 

 
Figure 6. EET mechanisms from cathode to microbe. From 
Tremblay et al, , 2016 
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The hypothesis of direct electron transfer in MES is mainly based 

on the observation that acetate is produced by S. ovata from CO2 in 

MES system with a cathode poised at a potential of -400 mV vs 

SHE[68]. It has been assumed that at this relatively high potential, 

no H2 can be generated electrochemically and thus be used as an 

electron shuttle by acetogens[68,89]. However, a recent study has 

shown that H2 and formate can both be produced at higher cathode 

potential than previously thought due to microbial activity, which 

calls into question the assumption that direct EET happens between 

the cathode and acetogens[97]. Still, if direct EET in MES system, 

it would probably require unique cell components such as c-type 

cytochromes or conductive pili that are capable of accepting and 

transporting electrons from a solid donor [98,99].  The clear 

advantage with direct EET is that the cathode can be poised at higher 

potential to drive MES, which means that less electrical energy 

would be required for the biological reduction of CO2.  

For indirect EET, H2 is the most common shuttles transferring 

electrons from the cathode to acetogens during MES. The cathode 

potential must be relatively low to ensure that sufficient quantities 

of H2 are generated to feed the metabolism of the microbial catalyst 

without becoming a restrain [67,97,99,100]. Interestingly, microbial 

activity has been shown recently to make H2 evolution start at higher 
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cathode and to accelerate it significantly[101]. Fe2+, formate and 

ammonia are also electrons shuttles shown to be responsible for 

electron transfer in different MES reactors[72].  

 

1.3.5 Cathode materials and impact on MES performance  
The optimal cathode for MES would have high electronic 

conductivity, low charge-transfer resistance, large surface area 

available for electron transfer to the microbial catalyst, exceptional 

mechanical strength, and high biocompatibility. Various approaches 

have been employed to optimize MES cathodes characteristics and 

improve electron transfer rates [75,88]. This includes electrode 

surface modifications with highly conductive and biocompatible 

materials forming three dimensional structures as illustrated in 

Figure 5. 

 
Figure 7. Biocathode surface and different examples of spatial 
modification. From Guo K., et. al., 2015 
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Carbon-based cathodes have been employed in multiples MES 

systems.[69]. These types of cathodes are relatively cheap, which is 

an important advantage for MES applications. Conventional 

carbon-based planar materials are graphite rod carbon cloth, carbon 

plate, carbon paper, activated carbon, gas diffusion activated carbon 

electrode, granules carbon, carbon fiber rod and carbon felt 

hybridized with stainless steel[70,86,90,95,103–107]. Recently, 

novel cathode materials have been developed such as graphene 

paper, carbon cloth-reduced graphene oxide tetraethylene 

pentamine (rGO-TEPA), 3D-rGO carbon felt, carbon nanotube on 

RVC for MES driven CO2 reduction[93,94]. Overall, three-

dimensional  
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Table 1:- Acetate production with modified electrode material using Sporomusa ovata 

Electrode Materials Production 
rate 
(mMd-1m-2) 

Current 
density 
(mAm-2) 

Applied 
Potential 
(mV vs SHE) 

CE 
(%) 

Reference 

Carbon Cloth 88 ± 8 191 ± 10 -690 83 ± 3 [94] 
Carbon Cloth- reduced graphene oxide tetraethylene 
pentamine 

321 ± 53 686 ± 146 

Carbon Felt 136.5 ± 43.5 400 ± 10 -690 86 ± 3 [93] 
Three dimensional -Graphene Carbon Felt electrode 925.5 ± 29.4 2450 ± 160 
Carbon cloth 30 ± 7 71 ± 11 -400 82 ± 12 [95] 
Chitosan 229 ± 56 475 ± 18 
Cyanuric chloride 205 ± 50 451 ± 79 
3-Aminopropyltriethoxysilane 95 ± 20 206 ± 11 
Polyaniline 90 ± 22 189 ± 18 
Melamine 31 ± 8 69± 9 
Ammonia 28 ± 14 60 ± 21 
Au 181 ± 44 388 ± 43 
Pd 141 ± 35 320 ± 64 
Ni 136 ± 33 302 ± 48 
CNT-cotton 102 ± 25 220 ± 1 
CNT-polyster 96 ± 24 210 ± 13 
Graphite Stick 123 100 -400 82 ± 14 [85] 
Graphite Stick -Ni Nano wire 282 890 
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electrodes are recommended to enhance the productivity of MES 

because they offer high specific surface area, unable the formation 

of substantial biofilms, and provide better conductivity 

[81,83,108,109]. Besides carbon-based cathodes, metals, carbon-

metal hybrid, and polymer-made cathodes have all been tested in 

MES systems such as Carbon cloth-Ni, Pd, Au, as shown in Table 1 

[95] 

The surface of carbon-based cathodes can be modified to improve 

MES. For instance, Zhang et al. coated a carbon cloth cathode with 

positively charged chitosan to promote better electronic interaction 

with negatively-charged Sporomusa ovata and the formation of a 

healthy electrocatalytic biofilm as shown in Table 1. In that study, 

acetate productivity was improved by 7.6 fold compared to 

unmodified carbon cloth[95]. Amore recent example is the 

deposition of rGO-TEPA on carbon cloth electrode.[94].  With this 

modification, spheres probably comprising bacteria and rGO-TEPA 

were formed at the surface of the cathode increasing the surface area 

available for electron transfer.[93,94].  
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Sporomusa ovata DSM-2662 produces high rate of acetate during microbial electrosynthesis (MES) by
reducing CO2 with electrons coming from a cathode. Here, we investigated other Sporomusa for MES with
cathode potential set at �690 mV vs SHE to establish if this capacity is conserved among this genus and
to identify more performant strains. S. ovata DSM-2663 produced acetate 1.8-fold faster than S. ovata
DSM-2662. On the contrary, S. ovata DSM-3300 was 2.7-fold slower whereas Sporomusa aerivorans had
no MES activity. These results indicate that MES performance varies among Sporomusa. During MES, elec-
tron transfer from cathode to microbes often occurs via H2. To establish if efficient coupling between H2

oxidation and CO2 reduction may explain why specific acetogens are more productive MES catalysts, the
metabolisms of the investigated Sporomusa were characterized under H2:CO2. Results suggest that other
phenotypic traits besides the capacity to oxidize H2 efficiently are involved.

� 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Microbial electrosynthesis (MES) technology is being developed
for the production of multicarbon commodities such as acetate and
biofuels from the greenhouse gas CO2 and from electrons coming
from the cathode of a bioelectrochemical system (BES) (Lovley
and Nevin, 2013 and Rabaey and Rozendal, 2010). One of the main
features of MES is that electrical energy powers directly the biolog-
ical synthesis of specific chemicals (Tremblay and Zhang, 2015).
For instance, MES can be driven with electricity surplus from the
power grid to store electrical energy into the chemical bonds of
products of interest (Jürgensen et al., 2014 and Tremblay and
Zhang, 2015). MES can also be coupled with photoelectrodes or
photovoltaics to carry out artificial bioinorganic photosynthesis, a

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.biortech.2017.02.128&domain=pdf
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.biortech.2017.02.128
mailto:zhang@biosustain.dtu.dk
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.biortech.2017.02.128
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/09608524
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/biortech
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bioproduction process that has the potential to be significantly
more efficient than natural photosynthesis (Liu et al., 2015, 2016;
Lovley and Nevin, 2013; Nichols et al., 2015 and Zhang, 2015).

BES reactors employed for MES often consist of an anodic cham-
ber and a cathodic chamber separated by an ion-exchange mem-
brane (IEM) (Jourdin et al., 2014; LaBelle et al., 2014; Nevin
et al., 2010 and Nevin et al., 2011). Protons and electrons required
for CO2 reduction are generated at the anode via oxidation reac-
tions that can be abiotic or biologically-driven (Rabaey and
Rozendal, 2010 and Villano et al., 2010). The microbial catalyst
grown in the cathodic chamber reduces CO2 to chemicals with
electrons from the cathode and protons that passed through the
IEM. The whole process requires an external source of power to
drive both the anodic and cathodic reactions.

Compared to other autotrophic microbes, acetogens are micro-
bial catalysts of choice for MES or for other autotrophic bioprocess
such as gas fermentation because CO2 is their final electron accep-
tor (Drake et al., 1997, 2008 and Ragsdale and Pierce, 2008). This
means that most electrons coming from a cathode or other electron
donors end up in the reduced products resulting in high coulombic
efficiency (Tremblay and Zhang, 2015). Acetogens reduce CO2 via
the Wood-Ljungdahl pathway mainly into acetate but also into
ethanol, butyrate, 2,3-butanediol, and 1-butanol (Schiel-
Bengelsdorf and Dürre, 2012). In MES reactors inoculated with
environmental samples and treated to inhibit methanogenesis,
acetogens such as Acetobacterium sp. usually become predominant
and produce primarily acetate from CO2 and electricity
(Bajracharya et al., 2015, 2016, 2017; Jourdin et al., 2014, 2015;
LaBelle et al., 2014; Marshall et al., 2012, 2013; Mohanakrishna
et al., 2015). Furthermore, pure culture-driven MES system has
been demonstrated with different acetogenic species including
Sporomusa ovata, Sporomusa sphaeroides, Sporomusa silvacetica,
Acetobacterium woodii, Clostridium ljungdahlii, Clostridium aceticum,
and Moorella thermoacetica (Arends, 2013; Gong et al., 2013; Nevin
et al., 2010, 2011; Nie et al., 2013 and Zhang et al., 2013).

Sporomusa ovata DSM-2662 and strains derived from it are
some of the most productive and efficient acetogenic bacteria
capable of driving MES (Aryal et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2016 and
Tremblay et al., 2015). The affinity of the Sporomusa genus for
the cathode as a source of electrons is also highlighted by the fact
that a microbial community enriched in a MES system from an
environmental inoculum has been shown to contain a large pop-
ulation of Sporomusa spp. (Zhu et al., 2015). It has been proposed
that one of the major routes for electron transfer from the cath-
ode of a MES reactor to acetogens is via molecular H2 (May
et al., 2016 and Tremblay et al., 2016). Besides MES, S. ovata
DSM-2662 is also an efficient strain for H2:CO2 gas fermentation
for which it has been shown to have a high acetate production
rate compared to other acetogens (Groher and Weuster-Botz,
2016). The performance of S. ovata DSM-2662 in MES reactor as
well as during H2:CO2 fermentation could be explained in part
by a high metabolic capacity for the usage of H2 as an electron
donor.

The main purpose of the study presented here was to determine
if the capacity of reducing CO2 viaMES is conserved throughout the
Sporomusa genus and if S. ovata DSM-2662 is really the most pro-
ductive Sporomusa wild type strain. Thus, different Sporomusa
never evaluated before with a cathode as the electron source were
screened for MES performance and compared with S. ovata DSM-
2662. This includes S. ovata DSM-2663, S. ovata DSM-3300, Sporo-
musa acidovorans, Sporomusa malonica and Sporomusa aerivorans.
Additionally, in order to establish if acetogens efficient at reducing
CO2 to acetate with H2 as the electron donor are automatically
good microbial catalyst for MES, the growth and acetate
production rate of Sporomusa spp. were studied under a H2:CO2

atmosphere.
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2. Materials and methods

2.1. Strains and culture conditions

S. ovata DSM-2662, S. ovata DSM-2663, S. ovata DSM-3300,
S. acidovorans DSM-3132, S. malonica DSM-5090 and S. aerivorans
DSM-13326 were obtained from the Deutsche Sammlung Mikroor-
ganismen und Zellkulturen (DSMZ) (Table 1). Under a N2:CO2

(80:20) atmosphere, S. ovata strains, S. acidovorans and S. malonica
were routinely maintained in the DSM 311 medium of the
Deutsche Sammlung Mikroorganismen (DSM) with 40 mM betaine
as substrate, whereas S. aerivorans was maintained in the DSM
503a medium in the presence of 5 g l�1 Na-DL-lactate. Each culture
was transferred at least three times under autotrophic conditions
with a H2:CO2 (80:20) atmosphere (1.7 atm) before subsequent
experiments. Casitone, sodium sulfide, and resazurin were omitted
for all experiments with DSM-311 medium. Yeast extract was also
omitted for experiments with S. ovata strains whereas 0.3 g l�1

yeast extract was added for experiments with S. acidovorans or
S. malonica. Casamino acids, resazurin and dithiothreitol were
omitted and 0.3 g l�1 yeast extract was added for experiments with
S. aerivorans in DSM 503a medium. S. acidovorans, S. malonica and
S. aerivorans cannot grow without yeast extract addition. For MES
experiments, cysteine was also omitted from all cultivation media.
For all the different Sporomusa species tested in this study and for
every media employed here, no growth or acetate production was
observed in the absence of either H2 or the poised cathode of a MES
reactor as electron donor, indicating that small amount of yeast
extract or other components of the culture media were not used
as growth substrates.
2.2. Microbial electrosynthesis of acetate from CO2

H-cell type three-electrode MES reactors were operated at 25 �C
with different Sporomusa grown in the cathode chamber as
described previously (Tremblay et al., 2015). Briefly, the graphite
stick cathode (36 cm2) and anode (36 cm2) were suspended in
250 ml of cultivation medium in two chambers separated by a
Nafion 115 ion-exchange membrane (Ion Power, Inc., New Castle,
DE, USA). All experiments repeated in triplicate were carried out
with a CH Instrument potentiostat (CH Instruments, Inc, USA)
and the cathode potential was set at �690 mV versus Standard
Hydrogen Electrode (SHE). 100 ml of Sporomusa cultures grown
on H2:CO2 at an optical density (545 nm) of ca. 0.1 were used to
inoculate the cathode chamber. Sporomusa cultures were further
established in the cathode chamber by bubbling with a
hydrogen-containing gas mix N2:CO2:H2 (83:10:7) and by swap-
ping the medium three times. Each medium swap was performed
after the Sporomusa cultures reached an OD545 of ca. 0.1. After
the third medium swap, the gas mix was switched to N2:CO2

(80:20) for few hours before data start being collected for the
MES experiments. During the whole experiment, the anode cham-
ber was continuously bubbled with N2:CO2. Electrochemical data
were collected for a period of two weeks with the potentiostat
and analyzed with EC-Lab v.10.2 software (BioLogic, France).
2.3. Acetate concentration measurement

Acetate was quantified by High Performance Liquid Chromatog-
raphy (HPLC) as previously described (Tremblay et al., 2015).
Briefly, a HPX-87 H anion exchange column (Bio-Red Laboratories
Inc., California, USA) at 30 �C was used with 5 mM H2SO4 as the
mobile phase at a flow rate of 0.6 ml min�1. A refractive index
detector was used for detection and the results were analyzed with
the Chromeleon 7 software (ThermoFisher Scientific, Denmark).
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Unpaired t-test was used to evaluate the statistical significance of
difference observed between Sporomusa in acetate production rate
as well as in current density and doubling time.

2.4. Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy

For Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy (CLSM) image, cath-
odes were removed from MES reactors after two weeks of opera-
tion and treated with LIVE/DEAD� BacLightTM Bacterial Viability
Kit (ThermoFisher Scientific) to stain Sporomusa cells as described
previously (Aryal et al., 2016). CLSM images were taken with a
LSM5 Pascal laser scanning microscope (Zeiss) and the images
were further analyzed with the ZEN imaging software (Zeiss,
Germany). Z-stack composite images formed with multiple images
taken at different focal distances are presented here to render the
many layers of bacterial cells present at the surface of the cathode.

2.5. Whole-genome sequencing

Genomes of S. ovata DSM-2663 and S. ovata DSM-3300 were
sequenced as described previously (Tremblay et al., 2015). Briefly,
Genomic DNA of both strains was extracted with Easy-DNA gDNA
purification Kit (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA). Genomic libraries
were generated with the TruSeq Nano DNA LT Sample Preparation
Kit (Illumina Inc., San Diego CA). Average size of dsDNA fragments
in the libraries was determined with an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer.
Sequencing was carried out with a MiSeq Reagent kit v2 (300
cycles) on a MiSeq (Illumina) platform with a paired-end protocol
and read lengths of 151 nucleotides. The sequencing reads were
trimmed with Trimmomatic (Bolger et al., 2014) and variant
calling was done with breseq (Deatherage and Barrick, 2014). The
reference genome was S. ovata DSM 2662 (NCBI accession
ASXP00000000.1) (Poehlein et al., 2013). All the samples had an
average coverage of at least 30X.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. MES with Sporomusa ovata strains

Until now, three different strains of S. ovata have been isolated
and deposited into culture collections (Table 1). Of those three
strains, only S. ovata DSM-2662 (ATCC 35899) has been tested
and shown to drive MES with cathodes made of different materials
and poised at potentials ranging from �400 to �690 mV vs SHE
(Aryal et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2016; Nevin et al., 2010; Nie
et al., 2013; Tremblay et al., 2015 and Zhang et al., 2013). In an
effort to identify better microbial catalysts for pure culture-
driven MES and to establish if the capacity to drive MES is
conserved in all S. ovata strains, the three strains were tested in a
H-cell MES reactor (Fig. 1). The acetate production rate was
increased 1.8-fold (p-value of 0.07) and the current density was
enhanced 1.7-fold (p-value of 0.07) with S. ovata DSM-2663
compared to that of S. ovata DSM-2662 during MES
(Fig. 1A and B; Table 2). On the contrary, S. ovata DSM-3300 was
significantly less performant for MES with a current density
2.4 times lower (p-value of 0.03) and an acetate production rate
2.6 times lower (p-value of 0.03) than S. ovata DSM-2662
(Fig. 1A and C; Table 2). Compared to S. ovata DSM-2662 and S.
ovata DSM-3300, S. ovata DSM-2663 had lower coulombic effi-
ciency (Table 2). These results showed that although S. ovata
DSM-2663 generated acetate faster than the two other strains, it
was less efficient at converting electrons from the cathode specif-
ically into acetate molecules.

Images of confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) showed
substantial cell attachment by S. ovata DSM-2662 and S. ovata



Fig. 1. Acetate production, current consumption and electron transferred during MES with (A) S. ovata DSM-2662, (B) S. ovata DSM-2663 and (C) S. ovata DSM-3300. Electron
transferred curves correspond to the acetate concentration in mM if all the electrons transferred were converted to acetate. Acetate production curves in mM correspond to
the real progression of acetate concentration in the MES reactor detected by high-pressure liquid chromatography. Results shown are from a representative example of three
replicate MES reactors.

Table 2
The average acetate production and current consumption density of MES with different Sporomusa.

Strain Acetate production ratea Current densitya (mA m�2) Coulombic efficiencya (%)

mmol m�2 day�1b mM day�1

S. ovata DSM-2662 34.3 ± 7.0 0.49 ± 0.10 454.2 ± 150.4 91.8 ± 5.3
S. ovata DSM-2663 61.1 ± 18.1 0.88 ± 0.26 782.5 ± 187.1 61.1 ± 12.6
S. ovata DSM-3300 12.9 ± 5.6 0.19 ± 0.08 191.2 ± 5.2 84.9 ± 4.0
S. acidovorans 44.1 ± 14.2 0.63 ± 0.20 572.1 ± 210.6 69.9 ± 0.9
S. malonica 45.4 ± 4.9 0.65 ± 0.07 703.2 ± 168.4 90.8 ± 13.9
S. aerivorans N.D.c N.D. 25.6 ± 2.1 N.A.d

Sterile control N.D. N.D. 16.4 ± 3.0 N.A.

a Each value is the mean and standard deviation of three replicates.
b Values normalized with respect to the graphite stick cathode projected surface area.
c Not detected.
d Not applicable.
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DSM-2663 at the surface of the graphite cathode. In the case of
S. ovata DSM-3300, less cell attachment was observed at the
surface of the electrode correlating well with its lower MES perfor-
mance. The observations made here with the three tested S. ovata
strains indicate that different ‘‘wild type” strains of the same
acetogenic species do not have similar performance for MES.
3.2. Genome variations between the S. ovata strains

The three S. ovata strains tested here were isolated by the same
research group from three different sources (Möller et al., 1984). In
Möller et al. study, S. ovata DSM-2662, S. ovata DSM-2663 and S.
ovata DSM-3300 were shown to have similar growth conditions
and physiological characteristics. To ensure that the S. ovata cul-
tures used here are really three distinct strains and to evaluate
the level of difference between them, the genomes of S. ovata
DSM-2663 and S. ovata DSM-3300 were sequenced and compared
to the genome sequence of S. ovata DSM-2662 (Poehlein et al.,
2013). S. ovata DSM-2663 had 69 genome variations including a
base substitution in a subunit of a NADP-reducing dehydrogenase
(hndD2) coupling the reduction of NADP to NADPH with the oxida-
tion of molecular H2 (Dermoun et al., 2002). This enzyme may be
involved in energy conservation during autotrophic growth by
S. ovata. Additionally, genes coding for regulatory proteins (baeS,
SOV_1c09220) presented variations with possible effects on the
expression of other genes in S. ovata DSM-2663, which could be
related to the better MES performance of this strain. S. ovata
DSM-3300 was significantly more distant from both S. ovata
DSM-2662 and S. ovata DSM-2663 with ca. 36800 genome varia-
tions in genes coding for proteins with multiple functions such
as regulation, H2 metabolism, transport, energy conservation and
CO2 reduction via the Wood-Ljungdahl pathway. Genome sequenc-
ing results presented here confirmed that the studied strains were
49 
different genetically, which is probably related to the observed
variation in MES performance.

3.3. Growth of S. ovata strains with H2:CO2

Below a potential of �590 mV vs SHE, carbonaceous cathodes
evolve H2 abiotically (Aulenta et al., 2008). Furthermore, the pres-
ence of microbial cells at the surface of the cathode has been
shown to accelerate H2 evolution (Deutzmann et al., 2015;
Jourdin et al., 2016 and May et al., 2016). Therefore, in the MES sys-
tem employed here with a graphite cathode set at potential of
�690 mV vs SHE, it could be hypothesized that any acetogenic spe-
cies has the potential to be a good candidate for the electrosynthe-
sis of acetate if they are capable of growing efficiently with H2 as
the electron donor and CO2 as the electron acceptor. To verify this
hypothesis, the growth and acetate production of S. ovata DSM-
2662, DSM-3300, and DSM-2663 was evaluated in batch mode
under a H2:CO2 atmosphere (Fig. 2 and Table 3). The three strains
had similar doubling times and acetate production rates, and thus,
no relation could be established between their metabolism effi-
ciency under a H2:CO2 atmosphere in batch mode and their MES
performance. More specifically, results obtained with S. ovata
DSM-3300 demonstrate that good fitness with H2:CO2 does not
translate into good performance in the MES system
(Figs. 1C and 2C).

3.4. MES and H2:CO2 growth with other Sporomusa species

Until now, all the Sporomusa species tested in the MES system
were shown to be capable of reducing CO2 with electrons coming
from a cathode (Tremblay and Zhang, 2015). This also includes
both S. silvacetica and S. sphaeroides, which are known to elec-
trosynthesize acetate but significantly slower than S. ovata DSM-
2662 (Nevin et al., 2010 and Nevin et al., 2011). To establish if



Fig. 2. Growth on H2:CO2 of (A) S. ovata DSM-2662, (B) S. ovata DSM-2663, (C) S. ovata DSM-3300, (D) S. acidovorans, (E) S. malonica and (F) S. aerivorans. Each curve is the
mean and standard deviation of three replicates.

Table 3
Growth on H2:CO2 of different Sporomusa.

Strain Doubling timea

(Hour)
Acetate productiona

rate (mM day�1)

S. ovata DSM-2662 24.8 ± 4.0 6.7 ± 1.3
S. ovata DSM-2663 25.7 ± 2.9 7.2 ± 0.1
S. ovata DSM-3300 25.4 ± 0.7 6.5 ± 0.3
S. acidovorans 27.0 ± 4.4 7.9 ± 1.0
S. malonica 9.7 ± 1.9 10.2 ± 0.3
S. aerivorans 30.2 ± 3.1 3.2 ± 0.1

a Each value is the mean and standard deviation of three replicates.
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the capacity to perform MES is a widespread characteristic within
the Sporomusa genus, three other Sporomusa species including
S. acidovorans, S. malonica, and S. aerivorans were tested in the
MES reactor (Fig 3 and Table 2). S. acidovorans and S. malonicawere
drawing current and producing acetate from CO2 at levels compa-
rable to what has been observed with S. ovata DSM-2662 and
S. ovata DSM-2663 (Fig. 3A and B). However, S. acidovorans had sig-
Fig. 3. Acetate production, current consumption and electron transferred during MES wit
medium control. No acetate was produced with S. aerivorans or the sterile medium cont
the electrons transferred were converted to acetate. Acetate production curves in mM cor
by high-pressure liquid chromatography. Results shown are from a representative exam

5

nificantly lower coulombic efficiency than S. malonica and S. ovata
DSM-2662. S. aerivorans did not electrosynthesize acetate from CO2

and the observed current density was of the same order of magni-
tude as the abiotic control MES system (Fig. 3C). CLSM images
showed substantial cell attachment of both S. acidovorans and
S. malonica on the graphite cathode during MES.

Growth and acetate production of S. acidovorans, S. malonica,
and S. aerivorans were also evaluated in batch mode under a H2:
CO2 atmosphere (Fig. 2 and Table 3). S. acidovorans had a doubling
time and an acetate production rate comparable to the three
strains of S. ovata, whereas S. malonica exhibited the best growth
performance among all the tested strains (Fig. 2 and Table 3). Com-
pared to S. ovata DSM-2663, S. malonica was slightly less perfor-
mant for MES but it grew 2.6 times faster (p-value of 0.001) and
had an acetate production rate 1.4 times higher (p-value of
0.0001) under a H2:CO2 atmosphere (Fig. 2E and Table 3). This
indicates that a more efficient metabolism with H2:CO2 does not
necessarily translate into better MES performance. On the other
hand, S. aerivorans was unable to perform MES but it was still
h (A) S. acidovorans and (B) S. malonica. (C) Current with S. aerivorans and the sterile
rol. Electron transferred curves correspond to the acetate concentration in mM if all
respond to the real progression of acetate concentration in the MES reactor detected
ple of three replicate MES reactors.

0 
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metabolically active under a H2:CO2 atmosphere and capable of
generating biomass despite its significantly slower growth and
acetate production than the other tested Sporomusa species
(Fig. 2F and Table 3). These observations showed that the capacity
of oxidizing H2 for the reduction of CO2 via the Wood-Ljungdahl
pathway is not sufficient for an acetogenic species to be able to
drive MES.

This study strongly suggested that acetogens performing well in
MES reactors must have other characteristics than the ability to
oxidize H2 efficiently for the biological reduction of CO2. For exam-
ple, performant acetogenic MES microbial catalyst may 1) be more
efficient at forming biofilm on electrode surface to increase the vol-
ume of electrons exchange, 2) have the capacity to accelerate the
cathode-mediated H2 evolution, 3) have uptake hydrogenases
more suitable for H2 oxidation in closed proximity to a cathode,
or 4) be capable of acquiring electrons either directly or via alter-
native electron shuttles (Deutzmann et al., 2015; Jourdin et al.,
2016; Patil et al., 2015; Tremblay et al., 2016).

In this work, MES acetate production rates for Sporomusa strains
including S. ovata DSM-2663 were at least one order of magnitude
slower than for H2:CO2 grown cultures (Tables 2 and 3). Previous
studies have shown that using graphene-modified cathodes
instead of the graphite cathode is sufficient to increase acetate pro-
duction by Sporomusa-driven MES by one order of magnitude
(Aryal et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2016). Further research is required
to establish if employing S. ovata DSM-2663 in combination with
graphene-modified cathodes or with other bioelectrochemical
reactor improvements could have a synergistic effect on MES
performance.
4. Conclusion

Among the tested Sporomusa, only S. aerivorans could not per-
form MES. This result demonstrates that the capacity of catalyzing
MES is not conserved among the Sporomusa genus. S. ovata DSM-
3300 catalyzed MES, but not as efficiently as other Sporomusa.
Under a H2:CO2 atmosphere, S. ovata DSM-3300 reduced CO2 sim-
ilarly to the better MES microbial catalysts indicating that there is
no correlation between fitness on H2:CO2 and MES performance. S.
ovata DSM-2663 was the best MES microbial catalyst in this study.
Although it had lower coulombic efficiency, S. ovata DSM-2663
could be a promising microbial catalyst for MES applications.
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Performance of different Sporomusa species for the microbial electrosynthesis of 
acetate from carbon dioxide 
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Figure S1. Acetate production per m2 of electrode surface and current density. (A) S. 
ovata DSM-2662, (B) S. ovata DSM-2663, (C) S. ovata DSM-3300, (D) S. 
acidovorans, (E) S. malonica and (F) S. aerivorans. No acetate was produced by MES 
with S. aerivorans. Each curve is the mean and standard deviation of three replicates. 
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Figure S2. Z-stack CLSM images of graphite stick cathode from MES reactor 
populated with (A) S. ovata DSM-2662, (B) S. ovata DSM-2663, (C) S. ovata DSM-
3300, (D) S. acidovorans and (E) S. malonica. 

Figure S3. CLSM image of S. ovata DSM-2663 at a higher resolution (10 µM) 
showing individual bacterial cells.  
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3 Substantial enhancement of MES for acetate 
production using novel composite cathodes 

3.1 Freestanding and flexible graphene papers as 
bioelectrochemical cathode for selective and efficient 
CO2 conversion  

Author:  
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Abstract  

During microbial electrosynthesis (MES) driven CO2 reduction, 

cathode plays a vital role by donating electrons to microbe. We have 

exploited the advantage of graphene papers as cathode materials to 

enhance electron transfer between the cathode and microbe, which 

in turn facilitates CO2 reduction and acetate production. 

http://orbit.dtu.dk/en/persons/qijin-chi(58814d81-9a77-4b0b-846a-7df57b1fed32).html
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Figure 1. Microbial Electrosynthesis system where Microbes are 
reducing CO2 into acetate with electrons from the reduced graphene 
paper cathode  and protons migrating from anode through a proton 
exchange membrane (PEM).  

Manuscript 

Thin paper made of reduced graphene oxide (RGO) has a wide 

range of potential applications in research fields such as materials 

science, life sciences, environmental engineering, and 

electrochemical technologies1–6. RGO paper attracts interest 

because of its unique combination of physicochemical properties, 

which includes large surface area, tough mechanical strength, good 

biocompatibility, low cost as well as high flexibility, thermal 

stability, and electrical conductivity1,7. In recent years, RGO papers 

have been explored to fabricate freestanding electrodes for 

electrochemical sensor applications. For instance, RGO-paper-

based electrodes have been used for the detection of H2O2, glucose 
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level in blood, pathogenic bacteria, or to monitor the secretion of 

nitric oxide by live cells1,8–10. 

Carbon paper is another paper-like material employed in 

electrochemical devices that share several properties with RGO 

papers such as high electrical conductivity, large surface area, 

biocompatibility, and low cost 11. However, carbon paper has a 

lower mechanical strength than RGO paper due to its brittleness 7,12. 

Carbon paper has been used extensively in the field of 

bioelectrochemistry to fabricate electrodes for the 

bioelectrochemical generation of electrical energy via microbial 

fuel cells13–16. Carbon paper electrodes have also been employed in 

other bioelectrochemical devices such as bioelectric sensors and 

microbial electrolysis cells17,18,19.  

Microbial electrosynthesis (MES) is a promising 

bioelectrochemical application in which  the greenhouse gas CO2 is 

reduced into multicarbon products or methane with electrons 

derived from the cathode of an electrochemical reactor20–23. Until 

now, multicarbon compounds generated from CO2 by MES include 

acetate, butyrate, 2-oxobutyrate, and biofuels24–26 .MES can be 

powered by electricity surpluses from the power grid as well as be 

partially driven by the biological oxidation of wastewater at the 
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anode24,27–29,30. MES reactors can also be integrated into 

bioinorganic artificial photosynthesis devices aiming at reducing 

CO2 with solar energy more efficiently than natural 

photosynthesis20,26,31–33. 

Fig. 2 Digital pictures and SEM images of (A, C) a freestanding 
RGO paper cathode and (B, D) a freestanding carbon paper cathode. 
Inset of panel C is a cross-sectional SEM image of RGO paper 

To enhance electron transfer rate and productivity of MES reactors, 

many efforts have focused on  the development of  high-

performance cathode materials, microbial catalysts and growth 

media 34–41. To construct an efficient cathode, the ideal material 

should possess good biocompatibility, high surface area, high 

durability, low production cost and high electrical conductivity42. 
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RGO paper and carbon paper have these favorable characteristics, 

and thus they are used as cathodes in a MES system with the 

acetogen Sporomusa ovata as the microbial catalyst for the present 

work. Furthermore, we have investigated the biofilm formation on 

both RGO and carbon paper electrodes and their electrochemical 

behavior in detail.  

RGO paper tested in MES reactor during this study was fabricated 

from high-quality graphene oxide (GO) prepared via the modified 

Hummer’s method13 (Experimental details in ESI). UV-vis 

spectrum of GO showed characteristic peaks at 230 nm due to π-π* 

transitions of aromatic C–C bonds and a shoulder peak at ca. 300 

nm due to n-π* transitions of C=O bonds (Fig. S1). Furthermore, 

the Raman spectrum showed peak shifting around 1400 to 1560 cm-

1, which is due to surface defect on the single-layer GO nanosheet 

(Fig. S1). To synthesize highly-conductive RGO paper, GO paper 

was first assembled and then reduced with a hydrazine solution and 

heating process. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) indicated 

that the reduction of GO paper into RGO paper was successful 

(Fig.2). The XPS survey spectrum of RGO paper showed a higher 

C:O  ratio than that for GO paper (Fig. S2). 
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Table 1. Comparison of MES performances with freestanding carbon-based cathodes.a 

Cathode Microbi
al 
catalystb 

Production ratec 
(mmol d-1 m-2) 

Current densityc 
(mA m-2) 

Coulombic 
efficiencyc 
(%) 

Reference 

RGO paper S. ovata 168.5 ± 22.4 2580 ± 540 90.7 ± 9.3 This work 
Carbon paper S. ovata 20.9 ± 5.0 370 ± 100 83.8 ± 4.2 This work 
RGO paper Sterile N.D.d 434± 54 N.A.e This work 
Carbon paper Sterile N.D.d 33 ± 12 N.A.e This work 
Carbon cloth S. ovata 22.0 ± 2.0 191 ± 10 82.0 ± 3.0 Chen, 2016 
Carbon felt  S. ovata 34.1 ± 10.9 400 ± 10 76.6 ± 2.3 Aryal, 2016 
Graphite 
stick  

S. ovata 33.4 ± 10.8 320 ± 98 85.3 ± 8.3 Tremblay, 2015 

a MES at a cathode potential of -690 mV vs SHE. b S. ovata is the wild type strain DSM-2662. 
c Each value is the mean and standard deviation of three replicates. dNot detected. eNot applicable. 
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Furthermore, a supplementary peak corresponding to nitrogen from 

the hydrazine reduction was observed at ca. 402 eV. The high 

resolution C1s spectrum from GO paper showed three different 

peaks centered at 284.2, 286.4, and 288.3 eV, corresponding to C–

C in aromatic rings, C–O-C (epoxy and alkoxy), and O-C=O groups, 

respectively. As expected, the intensity of all peaks corresponding 

to carbon-oxygen groups, especially the C–O-C peak, decreased 

significantly for RGO paper, revealing that most oxygen-containing 

functional groups were removed during the reduction reaction.  

During the fabrication process, the thickness of RGO paper was 

controlled at 0.36 ± 0.02 mm. This is comparable to the 0.37 mm 

thickness of commercially available carbon paper (AvCarb 

MGL370). The diameter of 4 cm was also the same for both types 

of cathode (Fig. 1A-B). Both carbon paper and RGO paper tested 

here were freestanding and are known to have high electrical 

conductivity7,43,44. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of 

the RGO paper cathode showed a wrinkled and continuous surface 

structure (Fig. 2C). Cross-sectional SEM image indicated that the 

RGO paper had a characteristic multilayered arrangement7 (Fig. 2C 

inset). In comparison, the carbon paper cathode comprised a 

network of fibers with relatively smooth surface (Fig 2D). The 

specific surface area of the RGO paper cathode was 0.29 m2 g-1, 
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which is 5.4 fold higher than the carbon paper cathode with similar 

diameter and thickness. Furthermore, contrary to carbon paper, 

RGO paper can be bent or rolled exhibiting a higher flexibility and 

durability (Fig. S3). All these characteristics of RGO paper make it 

a good cathode candidate for MES and could be exploited to 

increase substantially the electrode surface area available in the 

MES reactor for electronic interactions with microbes. In recent 

studies, performance improvement observed for MES reactors 

equipped with carbon felt or carbon cloth cathodes coated with 

unfunctionalized or functionalized RGO has been attributed in part 

to higher specific surface area and electrical conductivity compared 

to unmodified cathodes35,36. 

With a carbon paper cathode poised at -690 mV versus standard 

hydrogen electrode (SHE), the acetate production rate from CO2 of 

S. ovata-driven MES reactors was 20.9 ± 5.0 mmol m-2 d-1 (Fig. 3A;

Table 1). When a RGO paper cathode poised at the same potential

was employed, the acetate production rate was increased to 168.5 ±

22.4 mmol m-2 d-1, approximately 8-fold enhancement Furthermore,

the CO2 conversion is highly selective, as there were no multicarbon

compounds other than acetate produced from CO2 in noticeable

quantity in this study. The current density of 2580 ± 540 mA m-2

was 7 fold higher with the RGO paper cathode compared to the
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carbon paper cathode (Fig. 3B; Table 1). Coulombic efficiency for 

the conversion of electrons into acetate was 90.7 ± 9.3% for RGO 

paper cathode and 83.8 ± 4.2% for carbon paper cathode, 

respectively (Table 1). The improved MES performance with RGO 

paper cathode could be attributed to the higher specific surface area 

and better biocompatibility of RGO papers.  

Fig. 3 Acetate concentration, electron transferred and current 
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consumption during MES with (A) a carbon paper cathode or (B) a 
RGO paper cathode. (C) Current consumption with carbon paper 
cathode or RGO paper cathode in sterile medium. The acetate 
concentration in mM corresponds to the analytical concentration of 
acetate in the reactor measured from high-pressure liquid 
chromatography (HPLC). Electron transferred curves measured 
from potentiostat refer to the acetate concentration in mM if all the 
electrons transferred were converted to acetate in the system. 
Results shown are from a representative example of three replicate 
bioelectrochemical reactors. 

In the absence of S. ovata, MES reactors with either carbon or RGO 

paper cathode did not generate any acetate from CO2 confirming 

that the MES processes observed in this study were biologically- 

driven (Fig. 4C). Furthermore, current densities were significantly 

lower for abiotic MES reactors compared to MES reactors colonized 

by S. ovata for both materials (Table 1). Interestingly, the current 

density of abiotic MES reactors equipped with RGO paper cathode 

was 434.4 ± 53.8 mA m-2, which was 13.4-fold higher than abiotic 

MES reactor equipped with carbon paper cathode (Table 1). This 

superior current density observed with the abiotic RGO paper-

equipped MES reactors is probably related to the higher specific 

surface area and the outstanding electrical conductivity of this 

material. 
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Fig. 4 SEM and CLSM images of (A, C) a freestanding RGO paper 
cathode and (B, D) a carbon paper cathode in a S. ovata-driven MES 
reactor. 

SEM image of RGO paper cathode from a MES system colonized 

by S. ovata and running for 12 days showed a dense biofilm 

composed of tightly packed bacterial cells (Fig. 4A). In comparison, 

only scarce and isolated bacterial cells can be observed on the SEM 

image of the carbon paper cathode coming from a S. ovata-driven 

MES reactor (Fig. 4B). Confocal laser scanning microscopy 

(CLSM) images confirmed that a more substantial S. ovata biofilm 
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was formed on the RGO paper cathode than on the carbon paper 

cathode (Fig. 4C-D). The larger number of bacterial cells present at 

the surface of the RGO paper cathode indicated that this material is 

more compatible for colonization by S. ovata in MES reactors, 

which led to faster acetate production and higher current density. 

Fig. 5 Cyclic voltammograms obtained at a RGO paper cathode or 
at a carbon paper cathode in S. ovata-driven MES reactor and in 
sterile blank medium. The potential window was set between -1.0 V 
to 0 V versus Ag/AgCl at a scan rate of 1 mV s-1. 

The electrochemical behavior of RGO and carbon paper cathode 

before and after colonization by S. ovata during MES was 

investigated with cyclic voltammetry (CV) (Fig. 5). There was no 

reversible redox peaks detected on the current–potential curves for 
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all the tested conditions, indicating that no electroactive species 

were acting as electron shuttles between S. ovata and the cathodes. 

Furthermore, in the presence of a biofilm, the RGO paper cathode 

exhibited a cathodic current response at -900 mV versus Ag/AgCl 

ca. 8 fold and 6.7 fold higher than the colonized carbon paper 

cathode and the sterile control RGO paper cathode, respectively 

(Fig.4). Additionally, the RGO paper cathode with sterile blank 

medium also exhibited a higher cathodic current response than 

either the carbon paper cathode with a biofilm or with sterile blank 

medium. These results correlated well with what has been observed 

with the current densities of abiotic or S. ovata-driven MES reactors 

equipped with either a RGO or a carbon paper cathode. 

 

In conclusion, with wild type S. ovata as the microbial catalyst and 

at a cathode potential of -690 mV versus SHE, MES system 

equipped with RGO paper cathode is more performant than MES 

systems equipped with other types of freestanding carbonaceous 

cathode including carbon paper (Table 1).  Besides higher acetate 

production rate and current density (Table 1), RGO paper cathode 

also has better durability and flexibility that make it possible to be 

Feld in the MES reactor to increase its surface area and thus improve 

electron exchange with microbial catalysts. Further experiments are 

warranted to find novel RGO paper electrode conformation that may 
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increase the productivity of MES towards practical application. 
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Electronic Supplementary Information File 

Experimental details 

1. The microbial catalyst Sporomusa ovata

Sporomusa ovata DSM 2662 wild type strain was acquired from the

Deutsche Sammlung Mikroorganismen und Zellkulturen (DSMZ)1.

S. ovata cultures were routinely maintained in the 311 medium with

40 mM betaine as substrate under a N2-CO2 (80:20) atmosphere. For

growth with H2 as the electron source and CO2 as the carbon source,

no betaine was added to the 311 medium and the atmosphere was

N2-CO2-H2 (83:10:7). For all growth conditions presented in this

study, casitone, sodium sulfide, yeast extract, and resazurin were

omitted from the 311 medium. For microbial electrosynthesis

(MES) experiments, cysteine was also omitted from the 311

medium.

2. Construction of freestanding reduced graphene oxide

(RGO) paper cathode

High quality graphene oxide (GO) was synthesized by the modified 

Hummer’s method as previously reported2,3. GO solution was then 

used for the fabrication of RGO paper as described before4. Briefly, 

50 ml of a 1 mg/ml GO solution was sonicated for 15 minutes before 

being filtered with a vacuum filtration system. Then, two-
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dimensional GO nanosheets were assembled into a flexible layer-

by-layer GO paper structure directly on the filter membrane. The 

thickness and layered structural orientation of the GO paper was 

tuned by adjusting the volume and the concentration of the GO 

solution added to the vacuum filtration system. Subsequently, the 

GO paper was reduced to obtain highly conductive RGO paper. To 

this end, the GO paper was put in an autoclave container along with 

a few drops of hydrazine solution and heated at 180 °C overnight. 

After cooling to room temperature, RGO paper was washed with 

Milli-Q water several times and annealed further at 200 °C to 

remove residual hydrazine as well as to enhance its electrical 

conductivity. After reduction and annealing, the amount of oxygen-

containing groups was significantly reduced, as evidenced by the 

increased C/O ratio measured by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

(XPS). The resulting RGO paper was cut into discs with a diameter 

of 4 cm   as cathodes. 

 

3. Microbial electrosynthesis of acetate and cyclic 

voltammetry 

RGO paper and AvCarb carbon paper MGL 370 (AvCarb Material 

Solutions, USA) cathodes were tested at least in triplicate in three-

electrode, dual chambered bioelectrochemical reactors. MES 

experiments were conducted at 25 °C with S. ovata DSM-2662 
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grown in the cathode chamber performing CO2 reduction to acetate 

as previously described5–7. The RGO paper or carbon paper cathode 

(4 cm diameter, 0.36-0.37 mm thickness) and graphite stick anode 

(36 cm2) were immerged in 250 ml of 311 medium in two chambers 

separated by a Nafion 115 ion-exchange membrane (Ion Power, 

Inc., New Castle, DE, USA). The reference electrode was a sealed 

miniature Ag/AgCl electrode model ET072 (eDAQ, Denmark) and 

the cathode potential was set at –690 mV versus SHE during MES. 

H2-grown S. ovata cultures were established in the cathode chamber 

with a hydrogen-containing gas mix N2-CO2-H2 (83:10:7). The gas 

mix was switched to N2-CO2 (80:20) after several fresh medium 

swaps at which point data start being collected. During the whole 

MES experiment, the anode chamber was bubbled with N2-CO2. A 

CH Instrument potentiostat (CH Instruments, Inc, USA) was used 

to perform both MES as well as cyclic voltammetry (CV) 

experiments. During the CV experiments, the tested electrodes were 

scanned at a rate of 1 mV s-1 in a potential window of 0 to -1000 

mV vs Ag/AgCl. Data generated during MES and CV experiments 

were analyzed with EC-Lab® software v.10.40 as described 

previously8–10. 
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4. High-pressure liquid chromatography 

Acetate concentration were measured by high-performance liquid 

chromatography (HPLC) with an apparatus equipped with a HPX-

87H anion exchange column (Bio-Rad Laboratories Inc., California, 

USA) at a temperature of 30 °C. The mobile phase was 5 mM H2SO4 

at a flow rate of 0.6 ml/min. Refractive index detector was used for 

the detection and data were analyzed with the Chromeleon software 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Denmark). Where indicated, acetate 

production rate was normalized with respect to the projected area of 

RGO paper or carbon paper cathodes. 

 

5. Microscopy 

For Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) images, cathode samples 

were collected and fixed during 5 hours at room temperature with a 

0.1M phosphate buffer at pH 7.0 containing 2.5% glutaraldehyde. 

Samples were then washed with the buffer solution without 

glutaraldehyde before being immerged successively in different 

concentration of ethanol and acetonitrile as described previously6. 

Nitrogen-dried samples were observed with a Quanta 200 FEG 

scanning electron microscope (FEI) at an accelerating voltage of 10 

V under high vacuum condition. For Confocal Laser Scanning 

Microscopy (CLSM) images, RGO paper and carbon paper 

biocathodes were removed from the MES reactor and were stained 
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with the LIVE/DEAD® BacLight™ Bacterial Viability Kit 

(ThermoFisher Scientific) as described previously6. CLSM image 

were taken with a Zeiss LSM 5 Pascal microscope and analyzed 

with the ZEN imaging software (Zeiss, Germany).   

 

6. Analytical methods 

Specific surface area of RGO paper or carbon paper cathodes was 

determined with the Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) method as 

previously described8. The Agilent 8453 G1103A 

spectrophotometer (Agilent, Denmark) was used to measure the 

UV-vis spectrum of the GO solution. X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy (XPS) was performed with a Thermo Scientific™ K-

Alpha™+ X-ray Photoelectron Spectrometer System with an 

aluminum K-Alpha (1486 eV) as x-ray source. All the samples were 

deposited on polished Si-wafer by drop casting for XPS 

measurements. X-ray spot area for measurement was set at 400 μm 

and flood gun was used for charge compensation. 
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7. Supporting data

Figure S1. (A) UV-vis and (B) Raman spectra of GO. 
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Figure S2. (A) The XPS survey spectra for GO and RGO. The 
high resolution C 1s spectra for (B) GO and (C) RGO. 
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Figure S3. Bent RGO papers for demonstrating their mechanical 

flexibility. 
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A B S T R A C T

The biological reduction of CO2 into multicarbon chemicals can be driven by electrons derived from the
cathode of a bioelectrochemical reactor via microbial electrosynthesis (MES). To increase MES
productivity, conditions for optimal electron transfer between the cathode and the microbial catalyst
must be implemented. Here, we report the development of a 3D-graphene functionalized carbon felt
composite cathode enabling faster electron transfer to the microbial catalyst Sporomusa ovata in a MES
reactor. Modification with 3D-graphene network increased the electrosynthesis rate of acetate from CO2

by 6.8 fold. It also significantly improved biofilm density and current consumption. A 2-fold increase in
specific surface area of the 3D-graphene/carbon felt composite cathode explained in part the formation
of more substantial biofilms compared to untreated control. Furthermore, in cyclic voltammetry analysis,
3D-graphene/carbon felt composite cathode exhibited higher current response. The results indicate that
the development of a 3D-network cathode is an effective approach to improve microbe-electrode
interactions leading to productive MES systems.

ã 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Microbial electrosynthesis (MES) is an attractive strategy for
the conversion of the greenhouse gas CO2 into multicarbon
products or methane with electrons derived from the cathode of a
bioelectrochemical system (BES) [1–3]. MES reactors can be
powered by an external source of electricity generated from
renewable energy. Under these circumstances, one of the purposes
of MES is to store electricity surpluses associated with intermittent
energy sources such as wind and solar into useful products [4,5].
Interestingly, when a MES reactor is powered by solar cells or when
the MES electrodes are modified to enable the direct capture of
light energy, it effectively becomes an artificial photosynthesis
apparatus with potentially higher solar-to-product efficiency than
natural photosynthesis [1,6–9]. MES can also be driven by the
* Corresponding author at: Technical University of Denmark, Novo Nordisk
Foundation Center for Biosustainability, Kogle Alle 6, DK - 2970 Hørsholm,
Denmark.
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biological oxidation of pollutants at the anode effectively coupling
the production of useful chemicals at the cathode with environ-
ment cleaning processes. Experimental demonstrations include
sulfide removal and wastewater polishing in a bioanodic chamber
generating electrons used by a microbial catalyst at the cathode to
reduce CO2 to methane or acetate [10–12].

One of the key steps of the MES process is the transfer of
electrons from cathode to microbe. Successful strategies focusing
on the cathode have been developed to improve electron transfer
rates and production rates [4]. These include modifications of the
spatial arrangement as well as of the surface of carbonaceous
cathodes [13–17]. For instance, carbon cloth cathode coated with
chitosan became positively charged and thus more suitable for
interactions with negatively-charged microbes as demonstrated by
higher cell density, electron transfer rates and acetate production
rates [16]. Other cathode modifications including treatments with
metallic nanoparticles, nickel nanowires or carbon nanotubes
resulted in better MES performance because of better catalytic
properties, enhanced surface-area-to-volume ratio and increased
porosity [14–17].
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Fig. 1. Comparison of XPS spectra of GO and RGO with the survey spectra (A) and
the C 1 s XPS spectra (B-C).
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Graphene is a two-dimensional and one-atom-thick carbon
material. This material has many extraordinary properties,
including high electronic conductivity, low charge-transfer resis-
tance, large specific surface area, exceptional mechanical strength
and biocompatibility [18–20], which could be used to augment
electron transfer rate in MES system. This has been demonstrated
recently with improved MES performance observed with a carbon
cloth-based biocathode modified by the injection of graphene
functionalized with positively-charged tetraethylenepentamine
(TEPA) [21].

Three-dimensional graphene (3D-G) formed by the coating of
graphene nanosheets on a scaffold has even higher specific surface
and catalytic activity [22–27]. To investigate the impact of 3D-G on
MES, carbon felt (CF) cathode coated with 3D-G was fabricated via
a solvothermal synthesis process and used to transfer electrons to a
pure culture of the highly-efficient MES microbial catalyst
Sporomusa ovata [28] for the reduction of CO2 into acetate.

2. Experimental

2.1. Organism source and growth conditions

Sporomusa ovata DSM 2662 [29] was acquired from the
Deutsche Sammlung Mikroorganismen und Zellkulturen (DSMZ).
S. ovata strains were routinely maintained in 311 medium with
40 mM betaine as substrate under a N2-CO2 (80:20) atmosphere.
For growth with H2 as the electron source and CO2 as the carbon
source, no betaine was added to the 311 medium and the
atmosphere was N2-CO2-H2 (83:10:7). For all growth conditions
presented in this study, casitone, sodium sulfide, yeast extract, and
resazurin were omitted from the 311 medium. For bioelectro-
chemical experiments, cysteine was also omitted from the 311
medium.

2.2. Synthesis of graphene oxide (GO)

GO was prepared by a two-step synthetic procedure as reported
previously [30,31]. Pre-oxidized graphite was prepared in the first
step and in the next step GO was obtained through exfoliation and
strong oxidation. In the first step, graphite powder (10 g) was
added to a concentrated H2SO4 solution (7.5 ml) containing K2S2O8

(2.5 g) and P2O5 (2.5 g) and kept in a hot water bath (80 �C) under
strong stirring for 3 hours. After being cooled down to room
temperature, the dark green mixture was diluted with Milli-Q
water. The mixture was then filtered before being washed several
times with Milli-Q water until the washed out solution had a
neutral pH. The pre-oxidized graphite powder was then collected
and air-dried overnight at room temperature.

In the second step, pre-oxidized graphite powder (1.0 g) was
added to H2SO4 solution (25 ml) and maintained at 0 �C. KMnO4

(3.0 g) was added to the mixture under slow stirring while the
temperature was below 20 �C. The mixture was then heated at
35 �C under continuous stirring for 2 hours before the addition of
Milli-Q water (46 ml). After two minutes, a 0.5% H2O2 (140 ml)
solution was added to the mixture and the solution color changed
immediately to bright yellow. The mixture was filtered and then
the retained material was washed thoroughly with 10% HCl
solution (250 ml) to remove residual metal ions. The filtered-out
material was resuspended into Milli-Q water before being
centrifuged at 12000 rpm in a benchtop centrifuge. The superna-
tant containing highly dispersed and stable GO nanosheets was
collected. To remove residual salts and acids, the sample was
dialyzed using a dialysis tube (cut-off molecular weight of 12-
14 KDa) for one week by regularly replacing the water in a water
bath with fresh Milli-Q water 4 times per day.
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2.3. Reduction of GO and fabrication of 3D-graphene (3D-G) cathode
electrodes

CF electrodes (Jiangsu Tongkang Special Activated Carbon Fiber
& Fabric Co., Ltd, China) were pretreated with 3 M HNO3 for
12 hours and then extensively washed with Milli-Q water [16]. The
acid treated electrodes were dried by nitrogen gas flow, prior to
modification with 3D-G.

The biocompatible reduction of GO and the fabrication of 3D-G
coated CF cathode was done in a single step via a solvothermal



Fig. 2. SEM images (A and B) low- and high-magnification of unmodified CF cathode, and (C and D) low- and high-magnification of 3D-G-CF cathode.
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synthesis process. Briefly, a pre-synthesized 60 ml (0.5 mg/ml) GO
solution was mixed with 30 mg of ascorbic acid, and the mixture
was then sonicated for 10 minutes. The pre-treated CF was then
soaked in the GO solution and incubated at 160 �C in an oven for
12 h. During this incubation, GO was reduced and assembled into
the pores of the CF to create a 3D-G network. The 3D-G coated CF
was washed with Milli-Q water several times to remove loosely-
bound RGO sheets and excess ascorbic acid. The 3D-G coated CF
materials were dried in vacuum for 4 days before use for MES and
electrochemical experiments.

2.4. Microbial electrosynthesis (MES) of acetate from CO2 and cyclic
voltammetry (CV)

The cathode materials were tested at least in triplicate in three-
electrode, dual chambered reactors that were operated at room
temperature with S. ovata grown in the cathode chamber
Table 1
Average rate of acetate production from CO2 and current consumption density of MES

Cathode Acetate productiona

g L�1 h�1m�2 mM m�2 day�1b

Sterile CF n.d.c n.d.c

Sterile 3D-G-CF n.d.c n.d.c

CF with S. ovata 0.34 � 0.11 136.5 � 43.5
3D-G-CF with S. ovata 2.28 � 0.07 925.5 � 29.4

a Each value is the mean and standard deviation of three replicates.
b Values normalized with respect to the CF-based cathodes projected surface area.
c Not detected.
d Not applicable.
performing CO2 reduction to acetate by MES as previously
described [2,16]. The CF-based cathodes (22.5 cm2) and graphite
stick anode (36 cm2) were immerged in 250 ml of 311 media in two
chambers separated by a Nafion 115 ion-exchange membrane (Ion
Power, Inc., New Castle, DE, USA). The experiments were
performed with a CH Instrument potentiostat (CH Instruments,
Inc, USA) and the cathode potential was set at �690 mV versus SHE.
H2-grown S. ovata cultures were established in the cathode
chamber with a hydrogen-containing gas mix N2-CO2-H2

(83:10:7). The gas mix was switched to N2-CO2 (80:20) after
several fresh medium swaps at which point data start being
collected. During the whole experiment, the anode chamber was
bubbled with N2-CO2.

The cyclic voltammetry experiments were performed at the end
of the MES experiments with applied potentials from �0.8 to 0.2 V
vs Ag/AgCl reference electrode with a scan rate of 1 mV s�1. The
solution was purged with N2 for at least 30 min before
.

mM day�1 Current densitya

(mA m�2)
Coulombic efficiency (%)

n.d.c 80 � 40 NAd

n.d.c 140 � 40 NAd

0.31 � 0.10 400 � 100 76.6 � 2.3
2.08 � 0.07 2450 � 160 86.5 � 3.2
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Fig. 3. Electron transferred, acetate and current consumption with (A) the
unmodified CF cathode and (B) the 3D-G-CF cathode. Electron transferred curves
correspond to the acetate concentration in mM if all the electrons transferred were
converted to acetate. Acetate production curves in mM correspond to the real
progression of acetate concentration in the MES reactor detected by high-pressure
liquid chromatography. Results shown are from a representative example of three
replicate MES reactors.
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electrochemical measurements. CO2 was omitted from the gas mix
to avoid its electrochemical reduction.

2.5. Analytical methods

Acetate was measured with High Performance Liquid Chroma-
tography (HPLC) as previously described [28]. Where indicated,
acetate production rate was normalized with respect to the
projected area of CF-based cathodes. The electrochemical data
were processed with the EC-Lab1 software v.10.40, with data
imported as text files from a CH Instrument potentiostat. The LIVE/
DEAD1 BacLightTM Bacterial Viability Kit (ThermoFisher Scientific)
was used to stain S. ovata cells at the surface of cathodes and
Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy (CLSM) images were taken
with a LSM5 Pascal laser scanning microscope (Zeiss). For Scanning
Electron Microscopy (SEM) image, cathode samples were collected
and fixed overnight with a buffered solution (0.1 M phosphate
buffer, pH 7.0) containing 2.5% glutaraldehyde at room tempera-
ture. Samples were washed with the buffer solution without
glutaraldehyde before being immerged successively in different
concentration of ethanol and acetonitrile as described previously
[16]. Air-dried samples were observed with a Quanta 200 FEG
scanning electron microscope (FEI) at an accelerating voltage of
15 V under high vacuum condition. CLSM and SEM images
presented in this study at Figs. 2 and 4 are representative of at
least 3 samples. Specific surface area of cathode samples was
determined by the Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) method as
previously described [32]. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
was performed with a Thermo ScientificTM K-AlphaTM+ X-ray
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Photoelectron Spectrometer System with an aluminum K-Alpha
(1486 eV) as x-ray source. All the samples were deposited on
polished Si-wafer by drop casting for XPS measurements. X-ray
spot area for measurement was set at 400 mm and flood gun was
used for charge compensation.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Fabrication and characterization of the 3D-graphene carbon felt
cathode (3D-G-CF)

Graphene oxide (GO) was reduced (RGO) via a biocompatible
method with ascorbic acid as reducing agent [33] to provide an
optimal microenvironment for S. ovata. Reduction of GO was
successful as indicated by the lower C/O ratio detected by X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) as well as by the weakened
intensities of all the C1 s peaks corresponding to carbon molecules
binding to oxygen (Fig. 1). SEM indicates that after the
solvothermal synthesis process a 3D-G network was formed with
RGO nanosheets on the carbon felt substrate (Fig. 2). The
unmodified CF consists of large quantities of carbon fibers with
smooth surface area (Fig. 2A and B), while 3D-G modified CF is
formed of carbon fibers coated with crumpled paper-like RGO
sheets (Fig. 2C and D). The specific surface area measured with the
BET method was increased by 2.2-fold with 3D-G-CF composite
(surface area of 2.99 m2g�1) compared to untreated CF (surface
area of 1.36 m2g�1).

3.2. Microbial electrosynthesis of acetate from CO2 with the 3D-G-CF
cathode

Production of acetate from CO2 by S. ovata-driven MES reactors
equipped with the newly-developed 3D-G-CF composite cathode
was increased by 6.8 fold compared to MES reactors equipped with
unmodified CF (Table 1; Fig. 3). The acetate production rate of 3D-
G-CF MES reactors per m�2 of electrode surface was 925.5 � 29.4
mM day�1 (n = 3). Average current consumption density was also
improved accordingly by 6.1 fold to 2450 � 160 mA m�2 (n = 3) with
a better coulombic efficiency of 86.5% � 3.2% (n = 3) than that of the
unmodified CF cathode of 76.6% � 2.3% (n = 3). No acetate produc-
tion was detected in abiotic MES systems equipped with an
unmodified CF cathode or a 3D-G-CF cathode and their abiotic
current density was only 80 � 40 mA m�2 (n = 3) and 140 � 30 mA
m�2 (n = 3), respectively (Table 1).

3.3. Biofilm formation on the 3D-G-F cathode

SEM image of the 3D-G-CF composite cathode from a MES
reactor running for 12 days shows significantly higher density of
bacterial cells compared to the unmodified CF cathode (Fig. 4A, C).
CLSM with live bacteria stained in green also confirmed that a
more considerable S. ovata biofilm was present at the surface of the
3D-G-CF cathode (Fig. 4B, D). These observations combined with
the increased BET surface area of 3D-G-CF cathode clearly indicate
that a greater number of bacterial cells are attached to 3D-G-CF
electrodes increasing the quantity of electronic interactions and
leading to significantly enhanced current consumption and acetate
production rates.

3.4. Cyclic voltammetry analysis

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was performed in MES reactor to
investigate the electrochemical behavior of 3D-G-CF cathode
during acetate electrosynthesis. As shown by cyclic voltammo-
grams in Fig. 5, a similar pair of redox peaks featured with weak
 



Fig. 4. SEM and CLSM images of (A, B) a CF cathode and (C, D) a 3D-G-CF cathode in a S. ovata-driven MES reactor.
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current signals and broaden shape is observed for all the tested
conditions. Although the redox potentials vary slightly with the
experimental conditions, all the oxidation peaks follow in the
range of �0.35 V to �0.1 V and all the reduction peaks appear
around �0.3 V. These observations strongly suggest that there
were no electroactive species involved in electron transport
processes of S. ovata-driven MES, although the mechanistic detail
of electron transfer is not fully understood. More importantly, 3D-
G-CF composite cathode exhibited a higher cathodic current
response than the CF cathode in the potential scan range of �0.8 V
Fig. 5. Cyclic voltammograms obtained at a 3D-G-CF electrode in S. ovata-driven
MES reactor and in sterile blank medium, and at the untreated carbon felt electrode
in sterile blank medium. The inset is the cyclic voltammograms of both electrodes in
sterile blank medium in the potential window of �0.4 V to �0.2 V. Scan rate:
1 mV s�1.
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to 0.2 V (Fig. 5). This observation in combination with the higher
specific surface area and higher current draw during MES with the
3D-G-CF cathode indicates that the 3D-G network formed on the
CF substrate created more electroactive sites for microbially-
catalyzed reaction in MES, resulting in an increased electron-
exchange capacity.

4. Conclusions

The study presented here demonstrated that functionalizing
the cathode of a S. ovata-driven MES system with 3D-G enhances
significantly current consumption density and chemicals produc-
tion rates. CV analysis, SEM and CLSM images show that the
improved performance of MES systems equipped with 3D-G-CF
composite cathodes is due to an augmentation of the electrode
surface area available for electron exchange with microbes, a
higher electronic conductivity and the formation of a more
substantial biofilm. These results are in accordance with other
bioelectrochemical studies where bioelectrodes modified with 3D-
G are more performant for power generation via microbial fuel
cells (MFCs). In those MFC reactors, 3D-G is thought to improve
specific surface area and conductivity of the electrode as well as
the strength of electrostatic interactions between the electrode
and the microbes resulting in stronger bacterial adhesion
[19,26,34,35].

Besides productivity, the integration of 3D-G composite
cathode in MES reactor would be particularly attractive in terms
of cost-effectiveness, since graphene production cost by wet-
chemical methods is much lower than other carbon nanomaterials
such as carbon nanotubes used to improve the performance of MES
cathodes [15,36,37]. This is one of the key reasons why graphene is
an attractive material for various applications such as solar cells,
batteries and biosensors [37]. Unfunctionalized 3D-G would also
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be a more cost-effective material than TEPA-modified graphene for
the fabrication of cathode for high-performance MES [21]. Hence,
the production rates observed with the 3D-G-CF cathode as well as
the associated reduced cost are promising for the potential
industrial development of MES technology.
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Abstract  

Copper and reduced graphene oxide (rGO) are two highly 

conductive and inexpensive cathode materials that have been 

employed for the development of high-performance 

electrochemical applications.  In this study, the performance of a 
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cathode fabricated with copper foam coated with rGO was tested for 

the microbial electrosynthesis (MES) of acetate from CO2. The 

composite cathode combined the outstanding physicochemical and 

electrical properties of copper and rGO to enable the fast MES of 

acetate at a rate of 1708. 3 mmol m-2 d-1. A substantial current 

density of -20.4 A m-2 and a coulombic efficiency of 74.5 % were 

also observed. With this MES system, electrons were transferred 

from the cathode to the microbial catalyst via H2. Electron transfer 

was not limiting for the bioproduction of acetate since H2 surplus 

accumulated at a rate of 4184.0 mmol m-2 d-1 in the gas phase of the 

MES reactor. Comparing the rGO-copper foam cathode with an 

uncoated copper foam cathode elucidated in part the superior MES 

performance associated with the composite material. The rGO-

copper foam cathode evolved the electron shuttle H2 3.1 times faster 

probably due to a specific surface area 161-fold larger than the 

uncoated copper foam cathode. Furthermore, a healthier and more 

substantial biofilm comprised of Sporomusa ovata cells was 

attached on the biocompatible rGO surface of the composite cathode 

while the copper foam cathode was covered mainly by broken 

bacteria. This study concluded that rGO-copper foam composite is 

a promising cathode material for high-performance MES or for 

other bioelectrochemical application 
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1. Introduction 

Microbial electrosynthesis (MES) is an emerging biotechnology 

where electrons coming from the cathode of a bioelectrochemical 

reactor are used by a microbial catalyst for the reduction of CO2 into 

multicarbon compounds or methane.1-3 In MES, electrons and 

protons driving biological reduction reactions at the cathode are 

coming from chemical or biological oxidation reactions occurring 

at the anode.4-6 The electricity required to drive MES processes can 

be generated from multiple renewable energy sources including 

wind turbine and sunlight.7,8 Under these circumstances MES is a 

technology developed for the storage of electricity from intermittent 

energy sources into the chemical bonds of easy-to-store molecules.9 

Copper, which has high electrical conductivity and a relatively low 

price, could be an interesting alternative for the fabrication of high-

performance MES cathodes. In bioelectrochemical systems aiming 

at the generation of an electrical current from the microbial 

oxidation of organic carbon molecules, copper anode have been 

shown to have a comparable performance to benchmark graphite 

anode.20 For this application, fabrication of copper anode should 

reduce cost because the higher conductivity of copper allows the 

utilization of thinner electrode for the same productivity. In many 

MES systems, electrons are shuttled from the cathode to the 
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microbes via H2.3,21 Cathodes made of metallic copper, copper 

alloys or comprising copper oxides have been used for the 

electrochemical or photoelectrochemical evolution of H2.22-24 

However, copper surfaces are known to inhibit microbial cell 

growth, which could be incompatible with MES applications.25,26 

Reduced graphene oxide (rGO) is a honeycombed one-atom-thick 

carbon material with many of the qualities required for the 

development of high-performance electrodes for bioelectrochemical 

applications such as biocompatibility, high electrical conductivity 

and low production cost.27-30 In the case of MES, composite 

carbonaceous cathodes comprising rGO or its derivative have been 

shown to increase significantly acetate production rates and current 

density.15,16 Because of its large specific surface area and superior 

electron mobility, graphene-based materials have also been used in 

the fabrication of cathode for the photoelectrochemical or 

electrochemical H2 evolution.31-35 Furthermore, when graphene-

based materials were combined with copper-based materials for the 

fabrication of inexpensive electrodes, a synergistic effect improving 

H2 evolution further was observed.36,37  

During MES, electron transfer rate from the cathode to the microbe 

can be an important bottleneck restraining productivity. The 

purpose of this study was to develop a MES system where the flux 
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of reducing equivalents under the form of H2 would be sufficient to 

drive the biological reduction of CO2 without being a limitation. To 

achieve this goal, we investigate the performance and 

bioelectrochemical behavior of S. ovata-driven MES reactors 

equipped with copper foam cathode or copper-foam-rGO composite 

cathode poised at low potential. Biofilm formation at the surface of 

the different cathodes was also studied via confocal lase microscopy 

(CLSM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM).  

2. Materials and methods 

 2.1 The microbial catalyst Sporomusa ovata DSM 2662 

Wild-type Sporomusa ovata DSM-2662 was acquired from the 

Deutsche Sammlung Mikroorganismen und Zellkulturen 

(DSMZ).38 Bacterial cultures were routinely maintained 

anaerobically in 311 medium with 40 mM betaine as carbon source 

and electron donor under N2:CO2 (80:20). For autotrophic 

cultivation with H2 as the electron source, no betaine was added to 

311 medium and the atmosphere was N2:CO2:H2 (83:10:7). 

Casitone, sodium sulfide, yeast extract, and resazurin were omitted 

from 311 medium under all growth conditions. Cysteine was also 

omitted from 311 medium for MES experiments. 
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2.2 Synthesis of graphene oxide 

Graphene oxide (GO) was prepared via a modified version of the 

Hummers’ method.39 0.5 g of graphite (325 mesh, Alfa Aesar) was 

loaded into a round bottom flask. 24 ml concentrated H2SO4 (95-

98%, Sigma-Aldrich) was added, and the reaction mixture was 

cooled on ice with stirring. After 10 minutes 3 g of KMnO4 (Sigma-

Aldrich) was added in small portions over 30 minutes and the 

reaction was maintained on ice for an additional 1.5 hour. The 

mixture was then transferred to an oil bath heated to 35 °C and 

incubated for 16 hours. 80 ml Milli-Q water was added slowly into 

the reaction mixture and the temperature was subsequently raised to 

90 ◦C for 15 minutes. The reaction mixture was allowed to cool 

down to room temperature and 100 ml Milli-Q water was added 

followed by 8 ml H2O2 (33%, Sigma-Aldrich). The obtained GO 

was then washed five times with Milli-Q water by centrifugation.40 

GO flake exfoliation was done subsequently using bath sonication 

for 30 minutes. Large aggregates were removed and further refining 

to mono- and few-layer GO was achieved by centrifuging 5 times at 

2000 rpm. Finally, the GO solution was centrifuged two times at 

8000 rpm for 20 minutes to remove oxidative debris. 
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2.3 Coating of copper foam with reduced graphene oxide 

Handling of the copper foam (Goodfellow, UK) was done under a 

nitrogen atmosphere to avoid extensive copper oxidation. Initially, 

the copper foam scaffold was washed in isopropanol, ethanol and 

Milli-Q water for 15 minutes each prior to GO coating. Coating of 

the copper foam was carried out at 120 ◦C in a round bottom flask 

under a continuous flow of nitrogen. A 0.5 mg/ml GO solution was 

dropped on both sides of the copper foam, and the GO solution was 

allowed to dry. This step was repeated 3 times until full coverage of 

the copper foam was achieved. GO was subsequently reduced to 

rGO with 60 ml ascorbic acid solution (0.5 mg/ml) for 2 hours. 

Finally, the rGO-copper foam electrode was washed extensively 

with Milli-Q water to remove residual ascorbic acid and loosely-

bound rGO flakes. 

2.4 Microbial electrosynthesis and cyclic voltammetry 

The copper foam and rGO-copper foam cathodes were tested in 

triplicate MES experiments in dual chambered, three-electrode 

bioelectrochemical reactors. The MES experiments were conducted 

at 25 °C with S. ovata DSM-2662 for the reduction of CO2 into 

acetate as previously described.2,10 Copper foam or rGO-copper 

foam cathodes (5.2 cm2) and graphite stick anode (36 cm2) were 

immersed in 250 ml 311 medium in two chambers separated by a 
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Nafion 115 ion-exchange membrane (Ion Power, Inc., New Castle, 

DE, USA). An Ag/AgCl electrode model ET072 (eDAQ, Denmark) 

was used as a reference electrode and the cathode was poised at a 

potential of –990 mV versus standard hydrogen electrode (SHE) 

with a CH Instrument potentiostat (CH Instruments, Inc, USA). S. 

ovata cultures were pre-grown under a N2:CO2:H2 atmosphere in 

the cathode chamber of the MES reactor. After two fresh 311 

medium swaps, the gas mix was switched to N2:CO2 at which point 

data start being collected. The anode compartment was also bubbled 

with N2:CO2 during the MES experiment. During the cyclic 

voltammetry (CV) experiments, the tested electrodes were scanned 

at a rate of 1 mV s-1 in a potential window of 0 to -1300 mV versus 

Ag/AgCl. Data generated during MES and CV experiments were 

analyzed with EC-Lab® software v.10.40. 

2.5 Gas chromatography and High-pressure liquid 

chromatography 

For H2 detection, gas samples from the headspace of MES reactors 

were collected in N2-flushed serum tubes and concentration was 

measured by gas chromatography with a Trace 1300 gas 

chromatograph (ThermoFisher Scientific, Denmark). Argon was 

used as a carrier gas with a HP-PLOT Molesieve column (Agilent) 

and H2 was detected with a thermal conductivity detector (TCD). 
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The oven temperature of the gas chromatograph was maintained at 

130 °C. High-pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC) was used for 

the quantification of acetate. The HPLC apparatus was equipped 

with an HPX-87H anion exchange column (Bio-Rad Laboratories 

Inc., California, USA) set at a temperature of 30 °C. 5 mM H2SO4 

was the mobile phase at a flow rate of 0.6 ml/min. Acetate was 

detected with a refractive index (RI) detector and data were 

analyzed with the Chromeleon software (ThermoFisher Scientific). 

As described previously2,10,17, acetate production rate and current 

density were normalized to the whole geometric surface area of 

copper foam or rGO-copper foam cathodes, which were rectangular 

prisms, according to equation 1: 

A = 2(wl +hl + hw) (Eq. 1)  

The whole geometic surface area (A) was 5.2 cm2 with a width (w) 

of 0.2 cm, a length (l) of 2 cm and a height (h) of 1 cm.  

2.6 Scanning electron microscopy and confocal laser scanning 

microscopy 

For Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) images, abiotic cathode 

and biocathode samples from electrochemical reactors were 

collected at the end of MES experiments after ten days of operation 

and fixed with 0.1M buffer solution at pH 7.0 containing 2.5% 
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glutaraldehyde for 5 hours at room temperature. Cathode samples 

were then washed with the buffer solution without glutaraldehyde 

before being immersed successively in acetonitrile and ethanol as 

described previously.17 Cathodes were dried under nitrogen and 

images were taken with a Quanta 200 FEG scanning electron 

microscope (FEI) at an accelerating voltage of 10 V under high 

vacuum condition.  For Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy 

(CLSM) images, copper foam and rGO-copper foam biocathodes 

were taken from the MES reactor after ten days and stained with the 

LIVE/DEAD® BacLight™ Bacterial Viability Kit (ThermoFisher 

Scientific) as described previously.17 CLSM images were taken with 

a Zeiss LSM 5 Pascal microscope, and the images were analyzed 

with the ZEN imaging software (Zeiss, Germany).   

2.7 Analytical methods 

Raman spectra of copper foam and rGO-copper foam cathodes were 

obtained with a DXR confocal Raman microscope (ThermoFisher 

Scientific) at an excitation wavelength of 455 nm with 5 mW of 

laser power. The Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) method was used 

as previously described to determine the specific surface area of 

cathodes.41 
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3. Results and discussion 

3.1 The copper foam cathode and the rGO-copper foam 

composite cathode 

Two cathode materials were investigated in this study: 

commercially-available copper foam and copper-foam-rGO 

composite. The latter was fabricated by coating copper foam with 

GO before proceeding to its reduction with ascorbic acid (Fig 1A-

B). SEM images of the copper foam cathode show a three 

dimensional globular structure (Fig. 1C-D). After the coating 

process, a crumpled paper-like film made of rGO was covering the 

copper foam surface (Fig. 1E-F). Raman spectroscopy was 

employed to confirm the successful modification of the copper foam 

substrate with rGO (Fig. S1). Before modification, the copper foam 

material exhibited two Raman peaks between 500 and 700 cm-1, 

which are characteristic of copper oxides found at the surface of 

metallic copper.42 After modification, only a single weaker peak at 

ca. 620 cm-1 remained in this region of the Raman spectrum. More 

importantly, Raman peaks D (1360 cm-1), G (1570 cm-1) and 2D 

(2700 cm-1) which are characteristic of rGO were present on the 

Raman spectrum confirming the successful coating of the copper 

foam. 43 Besides changing the cathode surface structure, coating 
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rGO on the copper foam substrate resulted in a 161-fold increase of 

the specific surface area to 1.13 m2 g-1. 

 

Figure 1. (A) Copper foam and (B) rGO-copper foam cathode. SEM 
images (C and D) at low- and high-magnification of copper foam 
cathode, and (E and F) low- and high-magnification of rGO-copper 
foam cathode. 
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3.2 Microbial electrosynthesis with the copper foam cathode 

A MES system equipped with a copper foam cathode poised at -990 

mV vs. SHE and S. ovata DSM-2662 as the microbial catalyst had 

an acetate production rate of 79.6 ± 24.4 mmol m-2 d-1 and a current 

density of -7.1 ± 2.5 A m-2 (Fig. 2, Table 1). As expected, the abiotic 

MES system equipped with a copper foam cathode did not generate 

any acetate while H2 accumulated in the reactor gas at a rate of 

2500.9 ± 461.4 mmol m-2 d-1. In the copper foam-MES reactor 

populated wih S. ovata, H2 also accumulated in the gas phase but at 

a lower rate of 995.0 ± 63.4 mmol m-2 d-1. Assuming that in the MES 

system described here all the electrons used for the biological 

reduction of CO2 into acetate are transferred to the microbe from the 

cathode under the form of H2, the electrosynthesis of 1mole of 

acetate requires 4 moles of H2 according to equation 2. 

4H2 + 2CO2 → CH3COOH + 2H2O (Eq. 2) 

This means that to maintain the acetate production rate observed 

with the copper foam-MES system, bioelectrochemically-evolved 

H2 must be oxidized at a rate of 318.4 mmol m-2 d-1. Accumulation 

of large quantity of H2 in the gas phase at a rate 3.1 fold faster than 

the predicted H2 oxidation rate is the main reason why coulombic 

efficiency is low in this system with only 18.5 ± 12 % of the 

electrons from the cathode used for the biological synthesis of 
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acetate from CO2. Furthermore, results presented here suggest that 

biomass inhibits H2 evolution reaction (HER). When the predicted 

H2 oxidation rate is added to H2 accumulation rate in the gas phase, 

the total H2 evolution rate of the S. ovata-driven MES reactor 

equipped with a copper foam cathode is still 1.9 fold lower than the 

H2 evolution rate of the abiotic reactor. 

Figure 2. MES with copper foam cathode. (A)Acetate production, 
current density and electron transferred during S. ovata-driven MES. 
Electron transferred curves correspond to the acetate production in 
mmol m-2 if all the electrons transferred were converted to acetate. 
Acetate production curves in mmol m-2 correspond to the real 
progression of acetate concentration in the MES reactor detected by 
HPLC. (B) Current density with an abiotic copper foam cathode. SEM 
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images (C and D) at low- and high-magnification of a copper foam 
cathode after 10 days of S. ovata-driven MES. Results shown are from 
a representative example of three replicate MES reactors. 

 

3.3 Cell attachment at the surface of copper foam cathode 

SEM images taken after 10 days of operation in the MES reactor 

shows the presence of S. ovata cells attached at the surface of the 

copper foam cathode (Fig. 2C-D). CLSM images of the same 

biocathode reveals that a large fraction of S. ovata cells stained in 

red, which indicates that they had a compromised membrane and 

were either dead or dying (Fig. 3). Presence of multiple dead cells 

which probably blocked effective reaction sites at the cathode-

electrolyte junction where HER happens, possibly explained why 

copper foam cathode evolved H2 slower in the S. ovata-driven MES 

system compared to the abiotic reactor. Although copper has many 

outstanding properties that could be beneficial for MES 

applications, this material is widely considered as antimicrobial 

with an oligodynamic effects.20,26 In this study, the inhibiting impact 

of copper on S. ovata was evident under the MES operational 

conditions tested here. 
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Figure 3. CLSM images of a copper foam cathode from a S. ovata-
driven MES reactor. Results shown are from a representative example 
of three replicate. 

 

3.4 Microbial electrosynthesis with the rGO-copper foam 

cathode 

When copper foam was coated with rGO and used as the cathode 

for S. ovata-driven MES, acetate production rates as well as current 

density were significantly increased to 1708.3 ± 333.3 mmol m-2 d-

1 and -20.4 ± 1.0 A m-2, respectively (Fig 4, Table 1). The acetate 

production rate observed with this composite cathode is one of the 

highest reported until now for MES technology.  Jourdin et al. 

reported an acetate production rate of 11407 mmol m-2 d-1 with a 

MES system populated with a mixed community and equipped with 

a reticulated vitreous carbon (RVC) cathode coated with 

multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCN).19 However, this 
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outstanding result was normalized to the projected area or footprint 

of the base of the electrode which was 1.36 cm2.12,19,44 If the whole 

geometric surface area of the RVC-MWCN cathode of ca. 7.82 cm2 

is considered instead, the acetate production rate of 1983.8 mmol m-

2 d-1 becomes comparable to our result.19 Projected surface area 

calculated only from one side or the base of the electrode12,44,45 was 

not used for normalization in this study because it represents only a 

minority fraction of the faces of a three-dimensional electrode with 

which bacteria can interact in a bioelectrochemical reactor. 

Furthermore, total surface area calculated from the specific surface 

area was not used for normalization because bacterial cells are too 

large to interact everywhere on the cathode. 

Coulombic efficiency in the MES system with the rGO-copper foam 

cathode was 74.5 ± 10.9 % (Table 1). Similarly to the copper foam 

cathode, a large quantity of H2 was not oxidized by the microbial 

catalyst and accumulated in the gas phase of the MES reactor. This 

was the main reason why a fraction of the electrons from the cathode 

has not been used for the biological reduction of CO2 into acetate. 

Still, coulombic efficiency with the rGO-copper foam cathode was 

significantly better than the one observed with the copper foam 

cathode. 
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Figure 4. MES with rGO-copper foam cathode. (A)Acetate production, 
current density and electron transferred during S. ovata-driven MES. Electron 
transferred curves correspond to the acetate production in mmol m-2 if all the 
electrons transferred were converted to acetate. Acetate production curves in 
mmol m-2 correspond to the real progression of acetate concentration in the 
MES reactor detected by HPLC. (B) Current density with an abiotic rGO-
copper foam cathode. SEM images (C and D) at low- and high-magnification 
of a rGO-copper foam cathode after 10 days of S. ovata-driven MES. Results 
shown are from a representative example of three replicate MES reactor 
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Table 1. MES performance with copper foam and rGO-copper foam cathodes.a     

Cathode Microbial 
catalystb 

Acetate 
production rate 

(mmol m-2 d-1)c 

Current density 

(A m-2)c 

Couloumbic 
efficiency for 
acetate (%)c 

Hydrogen 
accumulation rate 

(mmol m-2 d-1)c,d 

Copper foam Sterile N.D.e -2.3 ± 1.1 N.A.f 995.0 ± 63.4 

Copper foam  S. ovata 79.6 ± 24.4 -7.1 ± 2.5 18.5 ± 12.0 2500.9 ± 461.4 

rGO-copper 
foam 

Sterile N.D. -4.6 ± 0.0 N.A. 7835.3 ± 2177.3 

rGO-copper 
foam 

S. ovata 1708.3 ± 333.3 -20.4 ± 1.0 74.5 ± 10.9 4184.0 ± 1049.4 

a Cathode potential set at -990 mV vs SHE., b S. ovata is the wild type strain DSM-2662, c Each value is the 
mean and standard deviation of three replicates., d H2 accumulation rate in the gas phase of the MES reactor., 
e Not detected.,f Not applicable. 
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H2 accumulation rate in the gas phase of the abiotic rGO-copper 

foam MES reactor was 7835.3 ± 2177.3 mmol m-2 d-1, which is 3.1 

fold higher than with the abiotic copper foam MES reactor. Besides 

the intrinsic properties of rGO, the larger specific area of the rGO-

copper foam cathode compared to uncoated copper foam cathode, 

which increases the quantity of cathode-electrolyte junctions, 

explains the faster HER observed.   

In the S. ovata-driven rGO-copper foam MES system, H2 must be 

oxidized at a rate of 6833.2 mmol m-2 d-1 to sustain the observed 

acetate production rate. Adding the projected H2 oxidation rate to 

the H2 accumulation rate in the gas phase results in an overall H2 

evolution rate of 11017.2 mmol m-2 d-1, which is 1.4 fold higher than 

what was observed in the abiotic rGO-copper foam MES system. 

This result strongly suggests that, contrary to the copper foam MES 

system, the presence of biomass accelerate HER. This phenomenon 

has been observed before with other types of cathode material and 

it has been proposed that it is caused by the microbial deposition on 

the MES cathode of redox enzymes or biometals accelerating 

HER.3,46,47  

Investigating the bioelectrochemical behavior of the S. ovata-driven 

rGO-copper foam MES system with cyclic voltammetry showed a 

higher cathodic current response than the abiotic controls as well as 
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the S. ovata copper foam MES system (Fig. S2). This result is 

consistent with the higher current density and the faster HER 

observed with the MES reactor equipped with the composite 

cathode. Furthermore, the abiotic rGO-copper foam MES system 

exhibited a higher cathodic current response than the abiotic copper 

foam MES system, a result again consistent with the reported 

current densities, HER rates as well as with the increase in specific 

surface area. 

3.5 Biofilm formation on the rGO-copper foam cathode 

SEM images of the biocathode from the S. ovata-driven rGO-copper 

foam MES system reveal a very dense bacterial population covering 

the totality of the rGO surface (Fig. 4C-D). CLSM images also show 

more substantial biomass when compared to the copper foam 

cathode (Fig. 5). The biocompatibility of rGO was noticeable since 

almost all the S. ovata cells stained in green, which means that they 

had an intact membrane and were most probably alive. This was 

expected since Aryal et al. have shown previously that the acetogen 

S. ovata remains viable on rGO.16 Besides microbial deposition of 

enzymes or biometals, another possible explanation for the 

microbial acceleration of HER is that living cells quickly oxidize H2 

present at the cathode-microbe interface, creating conditions in term 

of H2 partial pressure that are more favorable for H2 evolution.48 
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This hypothesis would be in accordance with the observations made 

in this study which is that HER slowed down when dead S. ovata 

cells are covering a copper foam cathode and accelerated when 

intact S. ovata cells are covering a rGO-copper foam cathode. 

Figure 5. CLSM images of a rGO-copper foam cathode from a S. 
ovata-driven MES reactor. Results shown are from a representative 
example of three replicate.  

4. Conclusion 

In this study, a novel MES reactor equipped with a rGO-

copper foam cathode evolving large quantity of H2 to shuttle 

a non-limiting flux of reducing equivalents to the microbial 

catalyst S. ovata was developed. Copper is a highly 

conductive and relatively inexpensive material that if used to 

fabricate electrodes could reduce the cost associated with 

bioelectrochemical applications.20 However, the results 

presented here indicated that a copper foam cathode is 

unsuitable for the MES of acetate from CO2 because of its 
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antimicrobial properties reducing productivity and efficiency. 

When rGO, which is compatible with S. ovate, was coated on 

the surface of the copper foam cathode, acetate production 

rate and current density were increased significantly to a level 

comparable to the most performant MES reactor developed 

until now.19 Besides its outstanding physicochemical and 

electrical properties, rGO is cheaper to produce than other 

carbon nanomaterials such as MWCN used before in the 

fabrication of high-performance cathode for MES.19,30,49 

Thus, rGO-copper foam cathodes have multiple features that 

would be beneficial for the development of productive and 

cost-effective MES reactors or of other bioelectrochemical 

applications. 
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Figure S1. Raman spectra of (A) copper foam and of (B) rGO-
copper foam. 
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Figure S2. Cyclic voltammograms in a potential window of 0 to -
1300 mV versus Ag/AgCl at a rate of 1 mV s-1. 
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5 Conclusion and Future prospective  

Sporomusa ovata DSMZ 2662, Sporomusa ovata DSM 2663, 

Sporomusa ovata DSMZ 3300, Sporomusa acidovorans, 

Sporomusa malonica, and Sporomusa aerivorans were successfully 

tested in MES with the objectives of identifying a better acetogenic 

microbial catalyst. Among the six tested Sporomusa, five were 

capable of drawing current and electrosynthesizing acetate from 

CO2 during MES. Only S. aerivorans was unable to produce acetate 

and draw current. Furthermore, S. ovata DSM-3300 could form a 

thin biofilm on the cathode electrode and perform MES, but it was 

not producing acetate and drawing current as much as most of the 

other tested Sporomusa. Beside S. aerivorans and S. ovata DSM-

3300, the other Sporomusa were significantly better at driving MES 

acetate production and current consumption. More importantly, S. 

ovata DSM-2663 was the best MES microbial catalyst of the tested 

group regarding acetate production and current consumption. The 

study also explored growth and acetate production rate under an 

H2:CO2 atmosphere in batch mode to establish if acetogens efficient 

at coupling H2 oxidation with CO2 reduction are automatically 

productive MES catalysts since H2 is often considered as the major 

electron shuttle between the cathode electrode and the microbes 

during MES. The results showed that fitness on H2:CO2 does not 

necessarily translate into good MES performance. 
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The work done during this PhD project also focused on the 

development of novel cathode materials to improve MES 

performance. In the first strategy, a carbon felt scaffold was coated 

with reduced graphene oxide via solvothermal synthesis method. 

With this cathode, MES acetate productivity was augmented 6.8 

fold. This improvement was due to larger cathode specific surface 

area, higher electrical conductivity and stronger electrostatic 

interactions with the microbial catalysts. In the second strategy, free 

standing flexible graphene paper was synthesized and used in MES 

system to enhance electron transfer between the cathode and 

microbe, which in turn facilitates CO2 reduction and acetate 

production. MES system equipped with a RGO paper cathode was 

more performant than MES systems equipped with other types of 

freestanding carbonaceous cathode such as carbon paper, carbon 

cloth, graphite stick and carbon felt. In the third strategy, highly-

conductive copper foam was modified with rGO and tested in MES. 

rGO. which is compatible with S. ovata was coated on the surface 

of the copper foam cathode resulting in acetate production rate and 

current density that were increased dramatically to a level 

comparable to the most performant MES reactor developed until 

now by Jourdin et al. [6]. Besides its outstanding physicochemical 

and electrical properties, rGO and copper foam are cheaper to 
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produce than other carbon nanomaterials such as MWCN used 

before in the fabrication of high-performance cathode for MES. 

Thus, rGO-copper foam cathodes have many features that would be 

beneficial for the development of productive and cost-effective 

MES reactors or other bioelectrochemical applications. 

5.1  Potential applications  
MES has the potential to become a key bioprocess technology in the 

future for the synthesis of biofuels and chemicals. The practical 

application of MES is the conversion of CO2 from industrial 

emissions such as coal power plant, steel industries, and petroleum 

refineries; with renewable electricity supply to chemicals or gas. 

One of the features of MES is that it can be used to store excess of 

electricity in chemicals of interest. It has been reported that 

Denmark along with other European countries will generate 

important surplus of electricity from wind power in the immediate 

future. [1] Hence, power-to-chemicals technologies such as MES 

would be appropriate for the utilization, storage, and valorization of 

surplus electricity [2]. Recently, Electrochaea Company established 

a pilot scale operational plant in Copenhagen for the biological 

synthesis of methane from electricity by electromethanogenesis In 

this process, an alkaline electrolyzer was used with an electrical 

power input of 1 MW to generatehydrogen that is then fed to a 

methanogenic microbial catalyst for the biological conversion of 
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CO2 wastes to methane[1]. As indicated by the European Wind 

Energy Association (EWEA), onshore wind is the most economical 

source of energy compared to offshore wind energy, gas, nuclear, 

coal, and solar photovoltaics energy [3]. Therefore, utilization of 

onshore wind as a source of energy might be significant for the large 

scale application of MES technology. With this in mind, 

electromethanogenesis, has recently been put forward for 

commercialization[2].Another promising application of MES is 

artificial bioinorganic photosynthesis for the production of longer 

carboxylic acids, acetone, and alcohols from CO2. The integration 

of highly-efficient photovoltaic (PV) cells and MES technology will 

increase the efficiency of artificial photosynthesis into a range 

where industrial applications become economically feasible[4]. The 

solar energy conversion efficiency into biomass of natural 

photosynthesis lies between 2.9 to 4.3%[4]. Interestingly, 

combination of inorganic technologies for sun energy capture with 

MES could increase significantly solar-to-chemicals efficiency. 

Furthermore, MES can be combined with anodic processes 

recovering electrons from wastewater treatment facility that can 

then be used for the biological reduction of CO2[5]. This approach 

could lead to the development of sustainable bioproduction 

processes converting wastes into commodity chemicals. Recently, a 

comparative economic evaluation of acetate production was done 
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for MES and anaerobic fermentation (AF) of syngas (CO:CO2). 

During AF, bacteria are oxidizing CO to convert CO2 into 

chemicals, but because there is not enough reducing equivalents, 

part of the CO2 is still released from the reactor.  The MES process 

can be merged to AF to reduce the CO2 that escapes from the AF 

reactor. Integrating MES with AF could double production rates 

from CO2 while decreasing total investment cost[3]. Optimized 

acetate production rate will also minimize the reactor size and 

production facility. Still, an important future research effort for the 

optimization of MES conversion rates and production yields is 

necessary for potential commercial application. 
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